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PREPACK 
The work described la this thesis la baaed on the 
result* of the inveetigation carried out to atudy the ami a »1 on 
of fast trlton* and Ha-auclal emitted in the Interaction* of 
24 OaY/e proton* with tha heavy aualai of emulsion. An attanpt 
ha* also bean made to investigate the mechanism of hadron-
nuoleu* interaction!. 
Chapter I deals with a brief description of tha 
Importance of tha study of nuclear disintegrationa. Tha proca** 
of nuclear disintegration* caused by high energy particles hat 
bean discussed. Tha importance of tha work on tha emission of 
fast triton* and He-nuclei has been indicated. In tha later 
part* of this chapter tha result* obtained by various authors 
on tha ami salon of these energetic fragments hare bean 
described. 
Chaptar II deacribes tha experimental technique. In tha 
hag inning of this chapter tha detail* of tha stack, tha method 
of scanning, selection criteria, e tc . have been preaented. Than 
a brief theoretical account on tha parameters — range, 
Ionization and scattering has been given. In tha and of this 
chapter tha methods of identification of tha secondary par t i d e s 
have bean described. 
- 11 
In Chapter III the characteristics of the emitted protons 
In the energy rang* r^( 30-360) MeV have been presented, A 
brief discussion on tha mechanism of amission of these protons 
in tha above energy interval baa bean given. A separate faction 
ha a bean devoted to invaatigata the mechanism of hadron-nueleus 
interactions* 
In the beginning of Chapter I t the experimental results 
on the emission of fast He-nuclei have been given. Theoretical 
models for interpreting the production of these particles have 
been presented* Them the characteristics of the observed 
tritons have been given* The 'pick-up1 model and the mechanism 
of plea absorption in nuclear ^-clusters have been found to 
explain the experimental results satisfactorily* 
The las t chapter contains the summary and final remarks. 
The conclusions drawn in this chapter are eased on the analyses 
carried out In the present investigation. However, the results 
of other similar experiments have also seen referred for 
comparison purposes. This was considered essential Because I t 
i s extremely Important to note the differences in approaches 
for Interpreting the results . Such comparisons are expected 
to he helpful In arriving at definite conclusions regarding 
the mechanism of production of these particles. 
- ill 
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1.1. fffiHtftaatta of the Study of Muoloar Disintegration! 
A detailed study of the interaction of high energy 
nuclear particles with complex nuclei leads to important results 
in understanding the structure of the target nucleus, the high 
energy data available at present differ markedly from anything 
vhieh could have baan expected on tha basis of an axtrapolatlon 
of tha low energy experience* This i s baoauaa of tha fact that 
at hlghar anargiaa tha results ara perhaps Tory aanaitlTa to tha 
details of intorsotion* Hones, an investigation of tha oharac-
tariatica of diaintag'»tiona of complex nuclei producad by vary 
high anargy partialaa aay giva raliabla informations regarding 
tha mechanism of d lain tag ration aa wall . In addition to tha 
informations regarding the structure of the nuelei and the 
mechanism of the nuclear disintegrations, we ean also derive a 
few other Important results as described below* 
With the ad Tan t of high energy accelerator a i t has become 
possible to probe deeper into the structure of the nuelaon in 
astonishingly profound manner* Several investigators hare 
confirmed that the nueleon consists of a dense 'core' surrounded 
by a virtual meson cloud * Characteristics of meson production in 
hadron-nueleus coll isions ean be inraatigatad by analysing stars 
2 
5-7 produced la high energy nuclear col l i s ions . Various author• 
hava determined angular distribution of shower particles, tha 
multiplicities and tha coefficient of inelast icity by analysing 
stars produced in tha intaraetion of high energy particles with 
complex nuclei. Thay hava concluded that tha production of 
mesons In high anargy nucleon-nucleus coll isions can satisfac-
torily be explained through tha * stat ist ical 1 and'Isobar1 models 
in which tha intaraetion i s envisaged to take place between the 
incident particle and the individual constituents of the target 
nucleus, me two said Mechanisms are found to contribute in the 
production of Mesons in the energy range ^ 0—30) GeV. Further, 
from certain ether studies i t has been possible to establish that 
the interaction of energetic incident particles in the energy 
Interval ^ (1 —- 25) OeY with the target nucleus takes place 
through the cascade mechanism Instead of the 'tunnel* model. 
10*11 Recently* several Investigators have attempted to 
understand the mechanism of heavy fragment production in nuclear 
disintegration* I t has been observed that the probability of 
amission of multiply charged particles ( Z ^ 3 ) increases with 
_, 18 
primary energy. 
-•*• t«ftflg*attft« af th« atmW
 ? f ^ht a»< m^»» ffif trltaas end He*analelt 
The problem of emission of fast He-nuclei and tritons i s 
of considerable interest . This i s because of the fact that the 
g 
binding energies of He -nucleus and trlton art small compared 
to tha normal values expected in tha oasa of othtr l ight nuclei* 
Therefore, I t saaaa quite interesting to examine tha mechanisms 
through which these partlclas can be amitted, particularly at 
fTf high energies. Moreover, thara ara othar Important facts 
at which one «aa arrive by considering their production at tbata 
anarglas. Few of then ara daaoribad below* 
Tha study of tha amission of fast Ha-nuclei and tritons 
in tha intarnation of high energy protons with complex nuclei i s 
an exeallent tool from tha point of view of elucidating the 
structure of tha target nucleus. Indirectly I t also helps to 
some extent In understanding tha nature of plon-nueleon and 
nucleon-nucleon interactions inside tha nucleus. 
3 
ma problem of determining the abundance of Ra -nuclei in 
primary eosnic radiation la of considerable importance, gar Her 
workers while measuring tha composition of cosmic rays came to 
tha conclusion that He •nuclei ara very scarce on the earth* 
Subaequently many mora attempts have been made to measure tha 
3 4 
relative proportions of Ra and He -nuclei. Different values for 
the ratios of He to Ha -nuclei have been reported by them.14"16 
Recently, Rao and tha Rochester group1 undertook the study of 
3 the abundance of Ha -nuclei | they reported quite surprisingly a 
3 
large yield of Ha in cosmic radiation* 
4 
3 A knowledge of the abundance of Ho -nuclei in cosmic 
radiation i s expected to throw some l ight oa various important 
astrophysioal questions, e . g . , the nature of the cosmic-ray 
source, the age of the cosmic rays, their transformations in 
space and the possible energy dependence of their mean path 
lengths in space.14 
3 
Ha -nuclei in oosmic rays are iupposed to be produced 
through the process of fragmentation. The fragmentation process 
in the ease of eosmic-rays i s believed to be the result of 
coll isions of energetic heavy nuclei with the hydrogen present 
in the interstellar space. Any attempt to derive information 
about the origin of cosmic rays would, therefore, require the 
knowledge of the fragmentation cross-section which produces 
Hi-nuclei in the interaction of energetic heavy nuclei with 
hydrogen* This oaa ha provided by the study of the production 
3 
of Hi -nuclei in the interaction of energetio protons with the 
heavy nuclei of emulsion. This ia because of the fact that the 
3 
two "basic processes" through which Hi -nuclei are produced are 
essentially the same. The difference ia the two cases i s in 
the sense that the 'reference frames* ia which the observations 
are taken are interchanged. Therefore, the informations derived 
3 
from the experimental study oa Hi -nuclei ia proton and heavy 
nuclei coll isions may become an extremely useful tool ia 
interpreting the astrophysieal questions mentioned earlier. 
0 
1*3. Prottiia of Wnglur DlflntigrgtlQot 
Nuclear relations induced by high energy particles la the 
energy region of a few hundred M«V to a few QeV have been 
i n 18 
da sort bed by Serber*' and Goldberger. Tha nucleus i t considered 
aa a * Farad gas* whose particles, tha protons and neutrons, 
Internet weakly with aaoh other* I t la assumed that tha praaanoa 
of other nucleons at tha Instant of coll is ion of two nnelsona 
doas not influence diractly tha r a suits of tha col l is ions. 
According to tha proeass of splitting of tha nucleus as envisaged 
17 by Berber tha fast incident parUda Init iates a aaaeada of 
nuoleon-nucleon coll isions in tha targat nucleus. Tha da Broglia 
wave langth for a partiola of several hundrad NaT Is vary much 
smaller than tha dimensions of tha nuclaus. Ona can, therefore, 
visualise tha i acid ant parti d a trajectory insida tha nuolaus. 
Further, tha nuclaar coll ision time between tha incident particle 
and a particle in tha nucleus la short as compared to tha 
coll ision time between the particles inside tha nucleus* This 
suggests that tha f irs t atop In tha proeass can ha regarded In 
terms of coll isions between tha incident particles and tha 
Individual constituents of tha nucleus. 
As a result of these coll isions tha development of intra-
nuclear cascade of fast protons and neutrons takes place inaida 
tha nucleus. Finally, tha target nucleus i s l e f t in a highly 
excited state whioh subsequently evaporates into nuoleons and 
6 
complex nucleon aggregates* Thus, i f the incident energy i s 
about a few Ge¥, the nuelear reactions oaa be described by two 
step model (Intranuclear oasoada and succeeding evaporation 
easeade). This two step model predicts four categories of 
TO 
reaction products* (1) Prompt easeade-nueleons emitted with a 
broad spectrum of klaatic energies ranging upto tha maximum 
energy of tha bombarding particle. I t la possible that «C-parti-
cles or coaplax aggragatas of nueleons existing in tha nucleus 
at transient substructure of clusters may ba emitted from I t . 
(2) Evaporated nueleons or nucleon aggregates amittad symmetri-
cally In tha eantra of mass system with an energy spectrum 
characterised by tha coulomb barrier and tha nuelaar temperature. 
Neutrons, <*-par t i d e s and l ight nuclei ara mostly produced in 
tha evaporation cascade. (3) Fission., products. (4) Evaporation 
residues. 
Tha nueleons of tha intra-nuclear cascade do not only 
Interact with nuelaona of tha nucleus but alao with oomplex 
20 
structures Ilka deuterons and <X-partioles. Botenberg and Wllets 
have Indicated that tha probability of production of nucleon 
complexes la considerable in tha peripheral region of tha nucleus 
where the density of the nuclear matter la low* The existence of 
clusters in the nuelear surface can be understood in terms of 
the nuelear density* The nueleons in the outer region of the 
nucleus where the nucleon density i s low, are obviously less 
affected by the Paul! principle than those In the central part. 
7 
The decrease In the nuclear density near the nuclear stuffsee, 
according to Bethe* **f »• necompanieA by the condensation of 
nuoleons Into actual groups or clusters. The idea of the 
existence of 2 and 4 nucleoli clusters within tho nucleus i f also 
22*89 
supported by various experilLents/ Tho appearance of tho 
l ight frag»tnta among the emitted particles mud tholr angular 
distribution, suggest that there exist different types of complex 
particles or clusters In aid a tho nucleus. 
Quasi-free co l l i al on a which ara accompanied by tho knock-
out of only oao nuclaon art Tory aignificant. A study of tho 
qua si-free col l i ai on gives information about intra-nuclear 
nuclaon momentum diatribution. Shis process can bo taken as a 
8 possible »e onanism for tho production of trltons and Ho -nuclei 
In qua ai-fro a lutaractiona of pi on a and protons with tho nttoleon 
of o<-clusters. Knock-out maohaniam dosoribod as a quasi-free 
coll ision between prompt cascade nuclaon* and ©(-clusters was 
30 31 
suggested by Perfilow et a l . **• *ork ot Ostroumov et «1# on 
the eaiasion of He4-P**«-elei ***« energy > 3 0 Met in the 
interactions of 140, 200, 300 and 600 Met protons with emulsion 
nuclei also indicates that He are ejected in the coll isions of 
the cascade nucleons with ot-dusters • 
Resent experiments ha TO , however, shown that there are sosie 
phenomena which can not be described adequately by the two step 
model which suggests the necessity of considering the existence 
of an additional mechanise fundamentally different in nature.19 
8 
This meehaaisa has been referred to at • fragmentation' • fragmen-
tation i s believed to be a violent fast disruption of the nucleus 
which leads to the production of complex aggregates of aueleons 
with appreciable ylald. fragmentation may be fusion l ike prooass 
but differs froa I t in tha angular, energy and mass distributions 
of tha products. Tha procass of fragmentation has baan discus sad 
ia graat detail by Perfilov at a l . 3 0 **• experimental stadias 
by tha authors have revealed many eharaatari stlo faaturas of tha 
prooass. Many thaoratical approachas have also baan mada to 
axplain tha observed faaturas of tha fragmantation of nuclei at 
high anargias. 
1«*» Pl?*fl«Bt KnflMlaA«a aaf tha aaaaa of Work oa tha 
LI »W-t C'\T=> f " * T* • 4 * t -
fro* vmry aarly investigations on nuclaar dialntagratioas 
in photographic emulsions, i t was observed that quits a larga 
proportion of particles andttad at low aaargias ara o<-particles. 
38 33 34 as 
Harding at a l . , Paga, Parkins and Beraardini at al .** havs 
aada extensive studias on tha amission of c*-par t i d e s froa 
nudear disintegration. At anargias balov 30 MaV, tha ocpartiele 
to proton ratio has baan obtained as 0*3«. These o<-par t i d e s 
have baan observed to ba i s tropically distributed and they ara 
emit tad as evaporation products from tha excited nucleus. 
Caaariai at a l . have observed appreciable yield of tritons 
emitted from tha stars produced by cosmic rays. Tritons upto 
9 
energies above 1 OeY have been observed by them* 
37 Sereasen ha a obtained the energy spectrum and angular 
distribution of doubly charged partielea, in tha atudy of fast 
particles observed la nuclear emulsion fro* high energy nuclear 
dlaintafration. From the experimental study of the problem ho 
ha a eoaeluded that theae He-nuclei do mot ariaa from a direct 
interaction between the primary particle and the target nucleus, 
hut by secondary process la which the cascade nuoleons partici-
pate la the reaction. 
Xasln has shown from the study of high energy nuclear 
d lain teg rations produced by cosmic-rays that tha He-nuclei 
emitted la the energy interval of (80-600) MeV ara predominantly 
3 *•• 
He . I t has [been further observed by the author that the 
^ 3 
frequency of emission of He -nuolei mod tritons, In the said 
energy interval, are almost equal. The differential energy 
"
;
 3 
spectrum of He -nuclei has been found to be similar to that of 
• ' • • % • • 
trltoas l a the same energy interval. The author has also been 
able to explain aatisfactorily his experimental results on fast 
He-nuelei and trltoas oa the basis of the absorption of pleas la 
nuelear alpha-el us tars pre seat la the outer region of the nucleus. 
With the availability of mono-energetic beams of high 
enery particles, the study of the parti ale production la high 
energy collisions uslag different targets were made at CSRV and 
. 39*42 
Brookhaven* Besides other energetic particles, He-nuclei 
and tritons were also observed in these high energy experiments. 
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40 Gilly et a l . l a their experiment at 25 GeV proton energy 
3 
observed trltons and Ho -nuclei of energy of a few Oof* They 
ha TO also obtained oqual frequencies of omission for these 
4 particles. They havo not observed Ho -nucloi at these energies. 
In too study of tho disintogrations caused by 19*6 Go? 
and 9 GoV protons with omul si on nucloi, He-nuclei In tho aomontua 
range (0*8 - 4.*) GoV/c hare boon reported by Takibaev et al* 
Thoy aro of tho view that the omission of fast He-nuclei la tho 
above montionod energy Interval i s related with tho nuclear 
oasoado process. 
44 
Bgli ot a l . in tho study of disintegrations produced 
by 82 GeV/c proton In freon bubblo chamber nave observed that 
majority of He-nuclei observed in tho energy rango r^(275-600)MeV 
aro of mass number three. They have concluded that pi on-absorp-
tion in o<-clusters can contribute only upto a maximum of 10£ of 
the observed yield of He -nuclei. They have attempted to explain 
3 
the emission of He -nuclei in the said energy interval through 
•pick-up' process* The energy spectrum obtained by using •pick-
up1 me onanism i s in fair agreement with the observed one. The 
transverse momentum for He -nuclei determined theoretically 
using pick-up mechanism i s in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental value* 
I t i s worthwhile mentioning that simultaneous emission of 
two helium tracks from the same star has boon observed by 
11 
44 4J 
if 11 at al* Takibaev at a l . have alto r•ported tha ami salon 
of double treeks of He-nuclei la the energy range (100-200) HeV 
produced la the Internetloa of 1».6 OtV proton with heavy 
emulalon nuclei. I t i s , h o w w , important to note that tha 
production of track pair a In tha nana star ha a not been found 
In tha interaction of 9 OeV protons with tha heavy nuclei of 
43 I t has been observed by Takibaev i t a l . that tha 
production cross-section of He-particles, thalr angular and 
energy distributions do not dapand on tha energy of tha incident 
protons* tha production cross-section of Ha-nuclai hat been 
obtarvad by Bgli t t a l . to dapand on tha naaa number of tha 
target nucleus. I t i t of lntarast to mention that tha production 
6/9 
of Ha-nuclai on naaa nuabar dapanda aa A* Furthermore, tha 
frequency of Ha-nuclei incraatat with tha increase In tha number 
of grey and alack trackt in ttart in proton-bombarding energy 
range of (2-SO) GeV. Thla concluaion hat been found to ba true 
even for tha amisalon proeaas of Ha-nuclei during antl-proton 
interactions with emulsion nuclei. 
Xhua, we notice that tha theoretical approaches made by 
various workers for tha interpretation of tha experimental 
results on tha amission of Ha-nuclei In the anargy interval 
rj {60-2500) NaT ara different In thalr basic asstunptions. As 
regards tha experimental situation we notice that in tha anargy 
interval (50-60o)MeV the results ara based on cosmic-ray 
12 
experiments in which neither tht identity of the incident partieli 
nor i t s energy It known* This, therefore, necessitates to 
investigate the characteristics of nuclear disintegration in 
d s ta l l pertaining to tha problem of emission of fast He-nuclei 
and tritons in tha sntrgy Interval ^(50-460) MaV. Tha following 
points of groat practical importance should, therefore, bo 
thoroughly con aid ar ad in ordar to arrive at definite oonaluaions 
regarding the production of these particles. 
Firstly, the faet that the production cross-section of 
He-nuclei and their energy and angular distributions do not 
depend on the incident proton energy seems rather strange. This 
problem, therefore, deserves to bo examined fry carefully, this 
can conveniently be cheeked by tarrying oat a detailed investiga-
tion of tht problam at different energies with improved 
s ta t i s t i c s . 
Secondly, tht absence of double tracks of He-nuclei in 
tht interaction of 9 GeV protons with emulsion nuclei appears 
vtry surprising. This i s because of tht fact that double tracks 
of He-nuclei from tht same nucleus have bttn observed in tht 
interactions of 19.5 and 22 OeV protons with complex nuclei. 
Presumably the former observation may bo attributed to low 
s tat i s t i cs available in tht experiment. Bat If I t aotually turns 
out that tht production of doublt tracks of Ha dots not take 
place around 10 QeV proton tntrgy then i t would bt quite 
interesting to examine tht possible reasons for i t* 
13 
Thirdly, i t I s significant to cheek the dependence of the 
production cross-section of He-nuclei on BASS number of tht 
target nuclei* This can conveniently be studied by Investigating 
the production of these particles on l ight and heavy nuclei of 
emulsion* 
Fourthly, the nest important problem of determining the 
S 
abundance of He -nuclei produced in high energy nuclear collision 
•an be settled by analysing s tat is t ical ly the experimental data 
on He-nuclei • 
Finally, the meohanisms proposed to far to explain the 
production of fast He-nuclei and tritons are in eontradicticn 
with each other* Therefore, i t seems quite interesting to examine 
the mechanism through which these particles tan be emitted* 
The work described in this thesis i s the result of a 
systematic investigation of the emission of fast He-nuclei and 
tritons produced in the interaction of 84 Oef/e protons with 
heavy nuclei of emulsion to study some of the above mentioned 
problems in greater deta i l . 
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CHAPTER II 
SXP&RIMflKTAL TSCENIQUa 
2 . 1 . 1 . Introduction t 
In the beginning
 0 f th i s chapter ve give a brief account 
of the stack a n d , method of scanning, c lass i f i ca t ion of stars 
and the selection cr i ter ia used In accepting tracks for various 
measurements* Theoretical aspects of the parameters^-.. 
residual range, Ionization, multiple scattering and delta-rays 
I • • 
will be considered in detai l . Curves shoving the variations 
I* 
of specific ionisation and integral number of delta rays with 
i 
residual ranges of various particles have been given in Pigs. 
(2,1) and (2.2) respectively. In Pig. (2.3) the variation of 
specific ionization, g*, with multiple scattering parameter, S< , 
for different particles has been plotted. Por the sake of 
completeness, i t may be mentioned that Cooke M - 4000 series 
mleroscopes have been used for carrying out various measurements. 
2*1.2. fiefrUs of fae, §$aokt 
A stack of Ilford 05-emulsion, consisting of 16 pell icles 
each of size 20 em x 10 em x 600pn', exposed at CERN to a beam 
of protons of average momentum 24 QeV/c from proton-synchrotron, 
has been used in the present investigation. The pe l l i c les , 
1 9 
after development were mounted on ( las s in order to minimis* 
tha affaet of distortion. In ordar to obtain almost horizontal 
proton tracks, tha incldant beam was allowed to pass through 
tha platas parallel to ona of Its edges and In tha plane of tha 
emulsion. Tha flux of tha ineidant particle at tha antranoa 
of tha stack was «~»(7.0 • 0.2)X103 protons par em . 
2 .1 .3 . Staining flc^hodi 
Area scanning was performed for collecting interaction 
stars, using 10 X objectives and 16 X aye places. Since we 
were interested in studying tha interactions of tha Ineidant 
protons vith tha heavy nuclei (Ag,Sr) of emulsion we, therefore, 
decided to select stars having at least 7 gray and black tracks. 
A detailed discussion on tha method of separation of stars Into 
l ight and heavy groups wil l be given In tha next section* For 
cheeking tha scanning efficiency, the following procedure has 
been adopted. Different observers scanned a particular area of 
tha pel l ic le and efficiency was estimated. The scanning 
affielaney, in the case of stars having N. ^ 7 , was found to 
be r-' 100£* Here N. denotes the number of grey and black tracks 
produced in a star. Further, to be sure that the star i s 
produced by the beam particle we cheeked that the primary must 
have minimum ionization and also I t should make an angle less 
than 2° with the mean direction of the beam particles. 
2 .1 .4 . glasalAofttQB 9f 8v*rffi 
In this section we describe the method of separation of 
20 
•tars Into l ight and heavy groups producad in tha intaractlon 
of primary particla with tha nuclai of emulsion. In. complex 
nuclear emulsion thara are thraa main groups of nucleit 1) Hyd-
rogen, (11) tha l ight elements C,N,0 comprising tha galaUna 
and ( i l l ) , tha heavy alamants Ag and Br. ¥a shall diseuss tha • 
mathod of separation of intaractlon stars between tha two groups 
of targat nuclai . C,M,0 and Ag,Br bacausa tha saparation 
of stars dua to H i s simple. Although, In principle, oneeould 
gat stars with M • 7 from interactions with C,N,0 nuolei. hut 
8
 i 
this i s vry unlikely, Harding eould not find stars with 7 or 
mora gray and black tracks in tha stars producad by cosmic ray 
2 interactions with pure gelatine. Brown also did not gat stars 
with N. ^ 7 produced in tha intaractlon of cosmic rays with 
3 
nitrogen fIliad aloud chambers. Lohrmann at a l . ara of tha 
view that events with mora than $ gray and black tracks can be 
classified unambiguously as belonging to heavy targat nuclei, 
Friedlander has also selected events with M > 7, as dua to 
h 
heavy targat nuclei in amulsion. We have, therefore, taken a l l 
tha stars in our measurement which have 7 or mora gray and black 
tracks. I t should be noted hara that tha stars which ware 
produced within 30MW from tha top and tha bottom surfaces of the 
amulsion have not bean included In tha analysis* This has been 
dona in order to fa-e i l l tate tha measurements. 
2 .1 .6 . Separation of tha Secondary Tracksi 
Hare we discuss the procedure adopted for tha selection 
21 
of secondary traeks* The secondary tracks have been conven-
tionally divided into thraa classes according to thair ioniza-
tions. 
the secondary tracks baring ionization lass than 1*5 
times tha minimum ionization ara known as showar tracks. In 
our experiment also, tha tracks haying ionization, g ^ 1 . 5 g , 
have baan takan as thin tracks. Bora, g 0 danotas tha Fowler and 
5 
Parkins parameters . Total numbar of showar tracks produced In 
a star is rapraaantad by Ns. 
grtr xr»f*i» 
Tha saeondary traeks having ionization la tha interval 
1 . 5 4 | * 4 10, (g* * </ l 0 ) f have haan takan as gray traeks. 
Total number of gray tracks produced in a star i s rapraaantad 
fifrf* Iff*!* 
Tha tracks which hava spaclfic ionization g ^ 1 0 , hava 
baan classifiad as black traeks. Total numbar of black traeks 
produced in a star Is denoted u L i 
In aocordanca with the conventions adopted in the 
literature the sum of the number of grey and black traeks, 
produced in a star i s referred to as the heavy prong number 
and i s denoted as *n ( * N + H^  ) • 
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The value of the parameter g hat been determined by 
measuring the grata density on a number of tha incident proton 
tracks. Thlt has been dons la every plats la which tha 
measurement of spsolfic ionization was rs qui red. Tha variation 
la tha ralus of g with rsspsst to dspth has baaa sxtsnsiTsly 
o 
studied. Ws have found this variation to ba ^ 1%. Ws havs 
furthsr chsoksd tha variation of « from plats to plats. It 
has baaa observed that no significant changs la tha valus of g 
© 
occurs. Tha valus of g at tha middle of tha smulsion has bssn 
o 
found to ba r1 215 par mm. Whils measuring tha valus of the 
spsoific Ionization on a track at a certain dapth from tha 
smulsion surface, appropriate oorrsctions la ths values of g 
were made. , 
2 .1 .6 . StleftUPR S m f r t H 
Apart from the selectloa criteria used la seiseting the 
interaction stars and the secondary tracks, as already discussed 
in the preceding sections, further condition? are Imposed on 
the tracks for measurements. In order to facilitate msasure-
meats, the tracks having dip angles less than 20° la the 
unprocessed smulsion have bssn sslected. Further, the tracks 
having > minimum raoges of 2 mm and 1 mm produced by singly 
and doubly charged particles respectively were considered for 
mass determination. Bach track which satisfied the above 
selection criteria was followed till It stopped in the emulsion 
or left the stack. The selected tracks were then separated into 
23 
two group* i 1) singly charged partlolas and 11) doubly charged 
partlolas according to tha following scheme. 
(I) jon-stopplng Partlolast- Tha variation of ionisation along 
tha trade has been studied and tha curves shoving tha variation 
of specific ionization with residual ranga for diffarant 
particles vara ussd to estimate tha charges of tha particles. 
(II) Stopping Particlesi- Dalta-rays over SOOiUn rasldual ranga 
of singly and doubly chargad partlolas vara oountad. Froa 
Fig. (2.2) va notica that tha maximum number of delta-rays In 
tha case of singly charged particles over a rasldual range of 
800jiw would ba 2 whilst oyer tha same ranga tha minimum number 
of delta-rays for doubly charged particles would ba 6. This 
indicates that tha tracks of singly and doubly chargad particles 
would unambiguously ba resolved into thair re spec tire groups. 
A typical saaple of delta-ray counts over 800 ivm rasldual 
ranga for both type of partlolas v i l l be presented in tha naxt 
Chapter. 
2 . 2 . 1 . Mfffrofli of Hfssurtitiitt 
This section deals qualitatively with a briaf description 
of tha parameters _ ranga, ionization, ate . Measurement of 
thasa parameters helps in deriving information about tha charge 
and mass of tha particle traversing nuclear emulsion. In 
24 
photographic emulsion, a charged particle losas I t s energy as 
a result of successive Interactions with the atoms of the 
•suasion along i t s path. A large number of atoms art thus 
Ionized in tha proeass of transfer of energy of the incident 
partiela to tha atoms of tha emulsion. Soma of tha grains in 
tha emulsion ara developed duo to tha ionization caused by tha 
traversal of tha charged particle, tha track, therefore, 
appears as a continuous series of grains. Tha grains of a 
track in tha immediate neighbourhood of tha trajectory of a 
partiela ara commonly made to develop by the action of short 
range delta-rays, mostly produced in the halide grains with 
energies of a hundred eV to a few KeV. A count of the number 
of grains per unit length, grain density, would provide an 
estimate of the lonisation produced by a charged particle. This 
method i s used for determining lonisation of relatively fast 
particles. Since in electron sensitive emulsion, even the 
tracks of particles of moderate energies are clogged, therefore, 
the ionization determined from grain counts alone would not 
give reliable estimate. Ionization in sueh eases i s estimated 
by measuring the blob and gap densit ies . 
Sometimes, electrons with sufficient energies are 
projected by the particles which are known as delta-rays. The 
measurement of delta-rays along the trajectory of a particle 
together with the residual range can be used to derive informa-
tion regarding the charge of the particle. 
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After suffering a large number of collisions the energy 
of the particle becomes small. When i t s energy becomes less 
than a fev.KeV, i t ceases to ionise and consequently i t s visible 
track terminates. Some particles with high energies have leng 
ranges and their tracks may not end in the emulsion* In such 
eases the energy of the particle can be determined by measuring 
the multiple scattering parameter and the specific ionisation 
on i t s track. 
How ve proceed to present theoretical discussion on range, 
ionization,scattering and delta-rays. In nuclear emulsion 
measurements are commonly done to determine the values of these 
parameters. Ve shall describe also the methods of their measure-
ment* The stat is t ical and other errors associated with Ue 
determination of these quantities would be discussed at suitable 
places* In the end ve shall briefly Indicate the methods used 
for the identification of the secondary particles. 
2 .2 .2 . Ranaei 
The distance traversed by a charged particle, with 
6 in i t ia l kinetic energy So, before coming to rest i s given by i 
(2.1) 
where dl represents the rate of energy-loss of the particle. 
In emulsion work generally the term residual range i s 
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usad. Tha residual rang* i t dtflnad as tha axpaetatlon talus 
of tha path longth rsqulrad to bring tha partlels to rast. in 
faot, tha quantity whioh i s aaasurad sxparlnsntally i s sub J act 
to statistical arrors baoausa of tha straggling. 
It should ha mantionad hara that tha partiela ranga i s 
tha langth of i t s path in unprocassad amuliion • Aftar proeass-
ing, tha amulsion shrinks and undargots othar distortions. Both 
lataral and vartieal distortions «ay ooour in tha easa of 
uamountad pal l idas . 
If va assums S . S_ and S. to raprasant tha shrinkage 
factors along tha prinelpal axas of tha ellipsoid into which a 
small sphara of amulsion i s distortad in proeassing than tha 
ranga can ha calculatad by evaluating tha sunt 
H *L 1 . 7. 2. TL 2. 1' 
fu^ps^+s^+V^J (so 
Hara A^ , btyx and &%% raprasant tha pro4actions of tha 
ith track segnent on tha three coordinate axaa. In aoeordanea 
with tha above expreaslon, tha traok which i s not straight i s 
brbkan into 'n' essentially straight segments* Whan ooordinata 
method i s usad for datarmining tha ranga, tha x, y and s 
ooordinatas of tha and points of tha segments are naasurad. If 
va assuns that tha shrinking of tha emulsion takaa plaea only 
along s-dlraotlon, aa i t ganarally happans in tha easa of 
mounted pal l idas, i . t . , S*.^ S^~ 1 , tha ranga ean ha oaloulatad 
27 
by using the formula t 
(2.3) 
At the partide mats and velocity ineraasaf the track 
tends to become straight, therefore, long segments ara uMd for 
ranga measurement. It should he notad that tha affaet of 
'granularity* must be taken into account while maasurlng ranges 
of shorter tracks. 
In amulslon • tacks, particles generally traverse many 
palXlelaa bafora coming to rest . It i t possibla that some 
portion of tha traek at tha and of each pa l l ida may not ba 
measured dua to experimental limitations. Therefore, for 
aeeurata ranga measurement a corraction should ba appliad for 
tha portion of tha traek that may ba overlooked. For fast 
partleles traversing a p a l l i d * , tha and oorractions ara made by 
adding tha quantl ty-U-C^^ 5 -^ ) , to tha length measured between 
the f i r s t and tha las t developed grain* Hare, L and B denote 
respectively the lacunarity and the blob density. 
Moveable microscope stage which translates the plate 
along x-axis and y-axis Is used for ranga measurements. Calibrat-
ed fine-focus scale i s used for measuring the vertical displace-
ments. While making range measurement the field i s shifted many 
times. In doing so, there may occur an error of about a micron. 
If the range of a track i s measured by shifting 'n' times the 
28 
Va field of view then the resultant error in the range would ber-,'r> 
microns » 
2.2.3. jaarev Lost of Charaed Particles by Collision with 
LI *m 
The energy-loss suffered by a charged particle, penetrat-
ing natter, can be obtained by evaluating the differential energy 
transfer cross-section, 
Tha energy lo s s , 3 » per en la given by t 
where 'a' denotes the number of electrons per ouble eentlaetre 
and i i s an energy sufficiently large ao that for coll isions 
o 
of energy transfer exceeding Bo, the electrons in the stopping 
material can be considered free. 
The f irs t term of equation (2 .4) , using the collision 
cross-section, gives the following value t 
vhore Bo « B « a x . 
Hereto i s the velocity of the particle, m i s the electron 
Z 
mass, o represents the velocity of l ight , **0 «JL- *nd Ze Is the 
Trie2, 
charge of the particle. 
While evaluating the second tern of Eqn. (2 .4) , a l l 
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possible alaetronie transitions and tha structure of the stopping 
material thould be duly considered. Batha7 has given tha follow-
ing expression for estimating tha rata of energy-loas of a fast 
partiola in distant collisions* 
Where I i t tha mean ionlsation potantial. I t should ba 
remarked hara that I i s independent of tha velocity for s rang a 
of high yalooitias. i t depends, of course, on tha atomic number, 
Z, of tha stopping material. Tha valua of tha, Ionlsation 
potantial, I , in a composita matarial lika emulsion, i s givan 
Tliil* 2LM\Zi-fctIi (2,7) 
Vhara l« Is tha density of atoms, haTing atomic number 
Z^  and maan ionlsation potantial 1± in tha ooaposlta matarial. 
I t Is of interest to nota that tha stopping affaots of various 
atoms ara approximately additive provided tha velocity of tha 
partiola i s not vary low. 
Tha total energy-loss rata of a partiola, (3( +\), both 
for distant and elosa col l is ions, tharafora, becomesi 
Tha above expression represents tha energy-loss rata of 
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a charged particle in eueh eases where the velocity it large 
compared to the fattttt electron of the material, but not in the 
extreme ralatiTittle region* 
At Tar/ high energy, tha polarinability of tha atepping 
aediun would rastrict tha risa in tha ioniaation beyond tha 
alninua. And at tha loir velocity range, tha alaatrona of tha 
aedlu* are only perturbed by tha alow aovlng parti d a and 
eoneequently do not contribute to tha atepping of tha partiele. 
Therefore, both at high and low velocities, a correction tarn 
should ba addad in Bqn. (2.6) in order to incorporate in it tha 
above facte* renewing la tha exact expression for the energy-
loas rate of a charged particle given by Barkae i 
&** I (••9) 
6 
Where C la tha correction tern. Barkae haa prepared a 
Table for the value of C, in both high and low velocity region,' 
using the theories of Walske8 and Sternheiaer • Barkae haa 
also obtained the value of the mean ioniaation potential, I, 
10 
using the Measured particle ranges by Barkae at a l . Zn 
obtaining tha value of J the calculated values of C has been used. 
Barkae gate tha ioniaation potential equal to 330 • 6 cV for 
standard enulelon* 
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2.2 .4 . Banaa-Knarar Relation! 
Froa expression (2*9) i t i s obvious that tha rata of 
energy-loss depends on the square of the particle charge and 
I t s Telocity. It a l io slightly depends on tha smss of tha 
particla. Furtheraore, tha spin of the partial*, as argued by 
11-14 
many authors I t a l io expected to plajr soa* rola in tha 
•topping propsrty of tha aaterial in which tha particla lotas 
i t s energy. Tha sign of tha particla charga also plays a similar 
18 1C 
rola as discus sad by Saith at a l . and Barkas at al» Tha 
contributions aade by thasa affacts ara saal l . Therefore, 
naglacting thasa affacts, Bqn. (2.9) representing tha energy-
loss rata can approximately ba writtan in tha formt 
J^^iM («ao) 
By. in tag rating (2.10), tha ranga-anargy ralation of any 
dasirad particle becoaes! 
K(E) = J 1 F W ( 8-U> 
Generally, tha proton ranga-anargy ralation i s takan as 
tha standard* 
If va assuae that R_, fi and U danota ra spactivaly ranga, 
kinetic energy and mass of a proton and Eg, Kg and Mx raprasant 
siailar quantities for an unknown particla of tha same velocity 
than tha following siapla ralation can ha obtained! 
it-=*iL (2.12) 
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Furtk«r, i f ws aasuae that the charges and the velocities 
of tha two partielas ara the saaa than thalr grain densities 
would ba equal. Ih l i l i because of tha fact that tha energy-
le s s would ba tha M M in tha two eases undar tha above condi-
tions, thus, tha residual ranges of tha particles would ha 
proportional to tha matsat and tha following ralation would 
holds 
For an unknown particla of aharga Ze tha abova ralation 
would becoaoi 
from tha above axprasalon i t i s obvious that tha rangaa 
of a l l partiolas can ha expressed in tarms of proton ranga. 
Powall at a l . 1 7 , employing ga&s. (2.12), (2.13) and 
(2.14) and using tha range-energy curves of proton, have 
obtainad tha ranga-anargy curves for othar partielaa upto vary 
high anargiaa. 
18*21 Many authors have established tha ranga-anargy 
ralation for protons in 02 eaulsion with tha halp of artif lalal ly 
aacalaratad proton* and dautarons and othar particla* produced 
in nuclear reaction. In tha high energy range, between 10 to 
300 Me?, Powall at a l . 1 7 have given tha following eaplrieal 
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relation t 
E =. KK (2.15) 
where K and a are constants. The value of these constants, as 
17 
reported by Powell et a l . , are 1*0.251 and n =0.581. i f the 
rang* I s expressed in microns than the energy would be obtained 
in M«7. Therefore, on substitution of tha values of the 
constants, tha range-energy relation for proton would becomes 
Fay at a l . have made refinements in tha calculations 
of tha constants and thay have obtained tha following range-
energy relation for protonst 
Finally, wa would l ike to diseusi the method of obtaining 
the range-energy relation for heavier particles with the help 
of proton range-energy relation. Assuming that tha mass of tha 
unknown parti d a i s M times the proton mass, l.a.,tv\~Hx_, the 
range-energy relation for the unknown partlale can ha written 
ast 
b M = . X M K ^ (2.17) 
Vhen the charge of the partiele is Ze then the above relation 
would becomes 
C -y K yy) ^ 17* ' 
t-M=X,M 2. &M (2.18) 
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In the end vt would like to give the range-energy rela-
tion of low energy particles. For standard G5-emulsion below 
1 MeV Berkss has given the following relations 
R = o-006+0-00138 E O-m (2.19) 
2,3.1* Soatta ring t 
The t in of this taction la to present a simple treatment 
of the scattering theory. I t i s vai l known that the direction 
of notion of a charged particle penetrating natter, changes due 
to i t s interaction with atonic electric field i t traverses. 
These changes in the direction of notion depend on charge and 
velocity of the particle. The measurement of the ohanges in 
the direction gives information regarding the nature and energy 
of any charged particle. Bone t ines, abrupt changes nay occur 
in i t s path doe to violent coll isions with the nuclei. These 
abrupt changes take place when the particle passes through 
intense atonic force f ie ld . These abrupt changes In the 
direction of the path and the cumulative effect of successive 
snail deflections are neasureable. 
If the mean angular deviation, & , i s known for a 
particle of charge Ze traversing a path length, t , then the 
nonentun,|p|b , can be determined from the relation6! 
i$7 = hlt* (2.20) 
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whara K. i s * aoaatant whiah dapanda slightly on tha ••leaity 
of tha particla and tha call Isngth, t . 
For a partial* of charga Za, tra parsing a dapth tf{dV/is 
whara G> i s tha angla of daflaation. 4°<*7 e a n b t obtalaad by 
using tha axprassion 
Q= GM t^o)is a function of tha particle valoalty and tha daflao* 
tioa angla, W * If va assuaa tha Qausiian approxiaation fa? tha 
distribution of c^ 2", tha following relation will ba aatlafiadt 
^ o ( a 7 = J | - ^ ) (8.83) 
Tharafora, ~oi aan ha writtan in tha following form whan 
i t i s axprasssd in dagraasi 
-oo fl> 
Xn tha ahoTa axpraaslon t ihould ba axpraaaad in aicront. 
Sqn. (2.24) aan ha writ tan in tha form 
- I W l . o <* = X2^(t/t,0) (2#25) 
vhara .. 
K n 5 13T ( Q ^ ^ A ^ - l (8.86) 
—06 
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K. i t called the featuring coat tan t and I t depends on the 
velocity of the particle. Tali dap and an o a cones through Q which 
i s a functioa of the velocity and the angle of deflection• 
Farther, the numerical -value of the oonstant, K, depends on the 
theory used in i t s calculation and the cut-off procedure adopted 
while evaluating the mean value of the second differences* 
D., the siean absolute second difference after correcting 
for nolss e t c . , the ce l l length, t , and the absolute Man 
scattering angle, ^ , arc related byi 
P t = C£2L w, vk * E L . (8,87) 
5*1-3 """" " 
For determining the value of 3. , angular and coordinate 
aethods nay be used. In both eases, deviations in the projec-
tion of the track on the plane of the emulsion arc neecured * Ve 
nave used the aere convenient coordinate method, as given by 
83 —-
Fowler , to determine the value of ^ . Therefore, ve would 
l ike to outline the procedure of determining "3. using this 
aethod. In this aethod, coordinates of successive points along 
the trajectory, separated by a constant ce l l length, t , are 
determined* The angular deviation i s found by evaluating the 
second differences between the successive chords. 
The expectation value of the angular deviation, < 4 7 * 
satisf ies the following simple relationt 
tfr = * & 
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Using th€ abova ralattba and util ising tha fast D«4t» 
¥ • haWS 
It i t apparent from Sqn. (2.28) that in tha ahssnea of 
a l l typas of arrors, tha maaa fquara valua of tha aacond 
diffaraaoaa tar las at tha tubs of tha sa i l s l sas . 
Sttfrta'a' PfaitlWi* 
Whila aaking asasursasnts of ©t , soaatiaat abrupt 
Changas appaar in tha path of tha particla, consequently, 
ahnoraal values of tha aorra spending aacond differences ara 
observed* Diffieultiaa arising because of tha ooeational large 
daflaationt can ba overeoae by excluding a l l tha individual 
values of D graatar than 4D. This procadura i t rafarrad to as 
• cut -o f f . In applying a 'cut-off prooadura, tha aaan value 
D i t found aftar tha reaoval of larga valuta of D, and tha limit 
4D i s found by trial and error} this ba comas a tedious oparatlon 
in daaling with long track a. In our eata we have ad op tad a 
last cusibarsoaa method* Va raplaoad a l l tha values of 0 graatar 
than 4D by tha 4D value i t sa l f . This method rata ins more of tha 
original information at compared to thota in which tha larga 
signalt ara completely removed. I t thould ba pointed out that 
tha value of tha scat taring constant, K, must ba suitably 
oorractad. In tha saeond prooadura, which va hava ad op tad, tha 
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value of £ i f obtained by deducting 0.8 unit from the normal 
values* 
2 .3 .2 . Errors and thmir Correctional 
For obtaining better valuea of particle momenta following 
typo of errora mutt bo considered and the corresponding oorrao-
tiona ahould bo made» 
1) fttlfllM Ewlfff' *Wt typo of orror i f aignifieant for track, 
of fa at particlea of low grain density. Whan the micrometer 
hair l ine la set on the track under measurement, i t la possible 
that i t nay not coincide with the direction of the particle 
beoaaae the centres of individual grains do not necessarily l i e 
along the partleie direction. Uncertainty of particle passing 
through the centre of the grain and the asymmetrical develop* 
ment of grains in the solution used for the processing i s 
responsible for the reading noise. 
i i ) ataee Hoisoi Any departure from strict linearity of the 
stage siotlen gives rise to this error as the estimate of the 
profile depends on the assumption that the stage notion i s truly 
rectil inear. A typical value of mean error due to this cause 
for good microscopes has been found to be G.05R>ifor cel l sixea 
of about 200JJW1 , 1 7 
Correction for *nolso» due to reading and Stage Imperfections» 
The observed value of the second difference, D . 
' O ' 
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Is obtained in tht form* 
"S^s* x£ *3>* (2,29) 
The above expression Is based on the assumption that the sources 
of error are normally distributed. D^  and Dft in Bqn. (2.29) 
danota respectively tha seeond differences dua to scat taring 
and tha error* 
If /P'n) i s assumed to ha indapindant of call size, t, and 
D1 and 5g danota tha maan value of D obtalnad by using two 
diffarant oaXl sises t- and tg than va gati 
M"#"tO <8-80> 
Zt i s important to note that tha arrors dua to noise ara 
not independent of call sizes as assumed in deriving Bqn. (2.30) 
Tha actual form of this variation depends on tha conditions of 
tha experiment, quality of instrumant and on development* 
2.3.3. giftorUffB ftrf IU gWrtffttgBffi 
Basldas tha sourcas of arrors mantionad above, thara i s 
ona mora sarious affact which should ha takan into account. 
This typa of arror i s known as distortion. Thara ara two types 
of distortions _ . gross distortion and local distortion. Dua 
to gross distortion tho magnitude ehangas with depth. This typa 
of distortion Is present in both stripped and glass-backed 
<J 
emulsions but the effeet la the glass mounted emulsions i s small. 
The method of algebraic I M has been used for ths oorree-
tion of distortion. The algebraic Man of tha second differences 
in a ft j long track, s u b j e c t s seat taring and noise, should ha 
sero« ¥a haya obsarvad la oar experiment tha moan algabraic 
value of tha saeond differences to ba nearly equal to aero. This 
indicates that perhaps tha contribution made by distortion Is 
negligibly email* If tha mean Taiue of the saeond differences 
i s different from saro9 tha elimination of the errors due to 
distortion la made by subtracting tha algebraic mean from each 
Individual value of the saeond difference s»D* 
StttTlgUf gft» vttllBI' 
This type of error arises because of the small scale 
dislocations of the emulsion grains which any become serious for 
high energy measurements. I t i s believed that the magnitude of 
the spurious signal i s reduced by reducing the temperature at the 
time of development. 
Assuming a normal distribution for a l l types of •noise1 
17 
and suprious scattering, Powell at ml. have given the following 
relation for calculating ~SL i 
W\ , 1 / ^ . 3 .. 2*1 3 in ' /2 -({ -^^ v]/{^cHr*.i; (2.31) 
In the derivation of Sqn. (2.31) the noise and the spurious 
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scattering are taken together at apurioue signal, which i t 
a 
assuaed to vary at t • 
Thus, the value of th« Mattering para««t«r, £
 9 hat 
boan daterained by carrying oat scattering aeaaurement on tracks 
vita n a i l tol l aiiaa of lOOpnor 200fOn and than calculating 
tha second differences for twieo tho call alias of 200jm or 
400 ivw respectively taking a to bi equal to 0.25. 
8Efttt»tt,t»i» JPIftfiH 
If tha value of SL i s determined by •••taring *nl indepen-
dent value• of tha taeond differences. Than tha arror assoelat-
. ed wrtk the value of D would ba^ j|0_ °l. Tha arror a InWi obtainad 
froa auah aeasureaents vould ba aayanetrle. We, therefore, 
talaotad such tracks for aaattaring aaaauraaant which could give 
•bout 90 Independent saaond diffaranoaa. fait glvet an arror 
of about 9% la tha value of !"• 
8.3^4. gQAftiBt Unity* Mtttiffa' 
Tha mat sat of tha particles coning to rait la photographic 
•aultlon ana ba datarninad by maaauring tha variation of aithar 
ioaiaation or nultipla acattaring along thair track a, at • 
function of tha residual rang a. Matt determination froa grain 
density Tarsus range ia not suitable for particles of shorter 
ranges owing to tha following difficulties. In aore sen si tire 
eaulaiont, tha grain density baglnt to aaturate when the 
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velocity of tho psrtlelo fa l l s balow ft certain value. Aocurat* 
train density measurenent, therefore, would roquiro that tha 
track of tha particle ha a an appreciable long tit • Tha aothos 
which I t aoftt frequently uaad for obtaining tha BASSOS of 
•topping partielaa oonslsts of afftsurlag Bultiple coulomb 
•*at taring • 
Tha value of D for successive ce l l s changes rapidly with 
tha raaidual rang a whan oonatant call slsos ara usad in tha case 
of stopping partielaa of small raaidual ranges* Tha probable 
value of D ramaina almoat eonatant i f *eaaureaents along tha 
track upto or naar tha and Is dona by appropriataly varying too 
call s l sos . Thia proaadura i s referred to a a tha eonatant 
Sftglttft ftathed. 
How we diaouaa tha variation of D with tha raaidual 
rang a. For ft partiola of charge, Ze, Mass, M, rang a-energy 
84 
ralation haa BOOB espressos' by Dilworth ot »1 . In tha following 
ferai 
l i t fl;41 0'58 
c =o asi T M K (8*88) 
whara M i s 1A tha unit of proton BASS and R i s oxprossod In 
microna. 
Uaing Bqna. (8.86) and (8.38) and aaauodngf'P« 2E, i .a*, 
In tha non-relativistie ease, Sc can so oxprossod ast 
— .„ dtz zo^5*zo^^6'v:*•M 
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Fro» tha above expression the rapid variation of the 
multiple scattering parameter, "3 , with tha residual rang a 
toward a tha awl of tha rang a appears to ha obvious. 
Using Bail. (8.83) tha second difference, D, of tha tagltta 
can ha expressed la tha Toymi 
-0-58 - 0 1 6 -o-A.2 «3/a ' 
D
 = o • 0034* K. K z M t (8.34) 
Sinca tha ta l l s ises employed in tha constant aagitta 
measurements tor alow partial* a are usually m i l , tharafora, 
tha aoisa ia tha measurement aan ha taken practically indepen-
dent of oall length* Tha value of D wil l remain con•tant i f t 
sat isf ies tha ralationi 
Mi -i o-ss olfc oifi 
•t <K r. z M
 ( 2 , M ) 
It is% tharafora, possible to calculata a series of successive 
call s lses for a partial* of any BASS aueh that tha axpactad ' 
•slue of D remains conatant. 
In conatant aagitta measurements, i t ia poaaihla that 
tha chanting oall sise nay load to son* finita aaaoad diffaranea 
cyan whan tha measurement ia oarriad out on a strict ly linaar 
track. Tharafora| i t ia of considerable Importance to check 
that tha track ia wall aligned with tha a tag a notion. Every 
poaaihla precaution ia takan in aligning tha track ao that oyer 
tha interval of measurement i t remains within tha mioroseope 
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field without changing the y~ coordinate of the stag* vlwa the 
plat* i s translated along x-axis. The reading y i t taken for 
o 
any arbitrary point x • 0 f than according to tho scheme used too 
plat* la displaced a distance t along tha x-axis and th« ordinate 
y_ i t raoordad. Thus, tho plat a i s sueeessiwely diaplacad and 
th* oorr ••ponding readings of tho ordinate a yk, are noted down* 
The aeeond dlfferenoe, D ,^ la calculated front 
The average abaoluta value ^Pkl^ vhioh i t a measure of 
the mean angle "R between the successive chorda can thua he 
determined. Therefore, naaa of any charged particle ean he found 
out by determining the mean value of the aeeond differencea. 
2.3.6. Hftelt MelalfrlatB* 
Since we vara mainly interested in the separation of 
Isotopes of helium-nuclei observed in our experiment, therefore, 
a high degree of acouraoy was required in obtaining the experi-
mental results. Most of the helium-nuclei have been identified 
by measuring mass and the Integral number of &-raya. For 
determining mass the constant sagitta method has been used* It 
i s important to note here that in addition to the aeeond and the 
third differences we have used various combination! of B? and 
1c 
D^ for the mass measurements. 
The value of ^ obtained from the combination given below 
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6 
will be almost free fro» th« presence of noise t 
At = V [<^7 '+^<PK^.7] <* M) 
where 
*he value of A * "*7 *l»o »• obtained by using the 
* I 
relations 
4
 = ^_[5 iD K 7-3 . i -D t 7j (8.37) 
And the followinf combination of third differenees, Dk 9 would 
a l io give A t free of tha noiset 
Aj » | - [ 3 4 0 7 7 + ^ ^ 7 ] (8.38) 
I t should ba pointed out that any signifloant diffaranoa 
in tha value of D obtained usiag tha second and tha third 
diffaranaaa would indicate tha presence of quadra t ie distortion. 
If no sueh differenee i s observed then the presence of disturb-
ing effects cannot be suspected, i t should, however, he 
mentioned that the sign of the D., D. , a te . , should he properly 
taken into consideration. 
As we have already mentioned that the use of 'cell-length 
variation' has been side for noise elimination. In this ease 
// 
the values of the second difference, D., are evaluated for a 
given ce l l length seheae. Then the ce l l s of sise n tines the 
unit ce l l are used to find out the seeond differenee, Dw-, using 
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tha relationi 
// 
^ • m * * 5 K " vK+vn "*" JK+im (2 .39 ) 
TIM following axprassion would giva tha aoiM eorraetad 
aaoond diffaranca, Di 
-[^m^-T 
For obtaining tha valua of D from tha third diffarsaess, 
tha f omula givan balow i s usadt 
i *i * .1 ' " IK* T 
¥• RATO takan a=2, i . a . , tha valua of D has baan datar-
minad by •assuring tha nsan absoluts valua of tha saeond 
diffaransas with unit cal l and twica tha unit call using 
Bqns. (2.40) and (2.41) . I t i s , hovsvar, iaportant to nota that 
Bqns. (2.40) and (2.41) hava baan darivad on tha assuaption that 
tha noisa variation i s indapandant of tha sa i l s i sas . Tharafora, 
in ordar to shaek tha validity of tha abova assumption ona should 
parfora eonstant sagitta aaasuraaant using diffarant sehsaas on 
tha sana track. 
Finally, tha matsat of tha partiolas wara datarninad 
using tha ralationt 
MN \T> J ^ ' K ' 
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Qanapally, tha angla 6 tor tha sslactad trmok i t anall, 
thsrafora, in laoh earn tha abova axpraasion would baooaai 
2-58 , P-3«I 
(2.42») 
vhara Mff DB and ZH danota tha aass, M U D-YSIU* and oharga 
raspactiyalr of tha known partial* and Z i s astiamtad fro* tha 
dalta-ray counts OYSP a captain rasidual ranga* Tha valua of D 
la datarninad from tha oonitant aagltta aaasuraaant. I t i t of 
soasidsrafcla iaportanca to point out that in ordar to gat good 
rasults ona auft cailbrata tha aahaaa which ia naad and tha aaan 
•alua of DMshould ha dataralnad. Tha Tain* of % thus datarninad 
i s mad in tha calculation of naas of tha partlola. 
2 . 4 . 1 . Ioaiaatioai 
Tha dataraination of ionisation ppoducad ay a ohapgad 
particla nay gi*a information about i t s aharga and valoaitr. 
Purtharaors, i t s talus aan ha datarninad mora praaisaly and, of 
ooursa, with a good dag pa a of r a t a b i l i t y for fast partialas* 
Tha most obTioua way to aaasurs i t s taiua i s to count tha auabar 
of grains in tha track of a ohargad particla in a aaasurad langth 
of tha track. Tha grain dansity, g, in a track aorraspending to 
a particular valua of spaaifie ionisation dapands on tha dag-raa 
of davalopaant of tha omulsion. Thus, for obtaining accurata 
rasults tha naasursaant of tha rat io , g , of tha obssrvad grain 
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density, g , to the corresponding value gQ for a track of a singly 
charged particle moving* la the n u area of the emulsion with a 
Telocity ia tha extreme relat iv is t ie region should ho carriad out* 
The Talue of the specific ionization, g
 f io determined i t verr 
reliable i f the energy of the parUtie i f high. 
The error la the measurement of g* in a track of a 
particle v i ta groat energy nay he small hut as the grain density 
r i ses , adJa-cent grains hecome unresolTahle and i t becomes 
impossible to ascertain how many grains art there in a clump. 
In such oases, therefore, hi oh counting i s done to measure 
ionization. Determination of blob density i s equivalent to 
determining the density of gaps in the track. Another way of 
estimating the ionization i s to count the number of blobs in a 
certain length of the track and alto to count the number of gaps 
whose lengths exceed a certain appropriate Talue. 
The determination of the distribution of the gaps occurr-
ing in the track of ionising particles in nuclear emulsion i s of 
considerable importance. The distribution in obserTed gap length 
25 has been found by O'Cealiaigh to be exponential ever a limited 
ionization range* Fowler and Parkins have extended this method 
and they have observed that the ionization man bo determined from 
the ratio of the number of observable blobs to the number of gaps 
of length greater than some optimum value depending on ionization. 
The density, H, of gaps of gap lengths exceeding £ i s 
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givan byi 
(2*43) 
vbara B i t tha blob danalty and g i s a naasura of Ionization* 
Furthar, tha following ampirical relation obtained by Fowlar and 
5 Parkins i t usad to estimate tha ionization producad by a 
charged particlei 
Tha value of tha parameter ©t oocurrinf in Sqn. (2*44) 
depends to a largar ax tan t on tha developed grain slsa and to 
soma axtant on tha optical rasolution of tha microscope and tha 
convention adopted by an observer. Fowler and Parld.na have 
obtainad i t s value betvean 0.6 and 0*7fM for 06-eaulsion. In 
our experiment va hava found tha value of e< to ha 0.a*M/>n. Tha 
valua of oL aan ha obtainad using tha fa at that B passas through 
i t s maximum, B
 f when tha following conditions ara aatisfiadt 
a f \ S 
Furthar, If H^ and Hj raprasant tha numbers of gaps of 
langth axcaading ^ and l% far unit langth of tha track, than 
tha coaffieiant of exponent, gt aan ha determined fromt 
>-±t-iS%& 
For ohtaining tha valua of g • g/g 0 , g 0 aan ha calculatad by 
using ralation (2.44) for a re lat iv is t ic part ida . 
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2*4.2. Measurement 9t i g B i a m w 
for estiaating the ionization of ft charged particle the 
following aeasurements are perforata d•ponding on i t s ionization. 
2 .4 .2(a) . Ionization, KfjflTtltl* t!9* BXo> ftM fl»f fitmfrf 
'Blob *nd gap' aethod i t uaad for determining the ioniza-
tion when the method of blob count* beooaet unreliable• Xn such 
O N I , the specific Ionization i t estimated by using lent . (2.43) 
and (8«44K in this procedure, oar tain nuaber of blobt i t 
counted oTar ft oar tain length of tha track and corresponding 
nuaber of gaps exceeding toao optimum value i t deterained. Tha 
optlaaa value of & occurs whan tha condition g£ a 2*0, i t 
aatiafiad for a l l values of g* However, this aathod of ionization 
dataraination i f alao uaad in tha interval of 1 .5^ g£<2 .5 , 
without affecting tha accuracy appreciably. Tha atatiatical 
error in this acasureacnt i t eal aula tad froa s 
2£- - -—
 f g. (a-4«) 
Tha arror obtained froa tha above exprestlon would bo 
sufficiently small i f tha number of blobt counted in a certain 
length of the track i t greater than four times the number of 
gaps, i . e . , I_^>4H„. i t should be noted that -u i t oho ton to 
bo an integral number of smallest d i r i s ion of an eye piece 
scale. 
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2.4.2(b) . IffllMUW BffVtffftffflt flT9> bjob ftOWfttf »l9ttf 
Ionization of l ightly Ionizing particlas i t astioatad 
by counting blobs. Sine* tha proportion of grains vhloh art 
elosa to oaeh othar i s saal l , tharafora, any variation in tho 
daralopad grain siso and optical condition i s axpaotad not to 
offoot tha r a suit appreciably. Tha value of ionization in such 
eases i s obtained using 8qn. (2,44) and taking tha tain* of 
ot« 0«6ftttfn # Whan ionisation i s datarminod by blob counts alona, 
5 
tha stat ist ical arror in tha measurement i s calculatad froo j 
t ^ B O-t-9 
la fact, for low raluas of g tho above ralation would 
tand to have tho formt 
I t i s , hovaYer, of groat praotical importanca to nota 
that whan goc toads to ossaao a yalua greater than 0*36, tho 
arror in g rapidly incraasas. Tharafora, tho estimate of 
ionisation by blob counts in tho rang a g*cyo«36 becomes extremely 
unraliabla. Consequently, othor oathods are asod for determining 
ionisation of a particla. 
2 .4 .3 . gel ja-flays» 
Most of tha electrons which aro ejected from tho atoms 
by chargad particla s arc gonorally of low energy, but sometimes 
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occasional col l i f ion• lead to the ejection of electrons of fair 
KeT or aero. The tracks of such electrons are knovn at delta-
ray** Captain conventions ara adopt** for counting tha number 
of £«•**/* associated vi ta the track of a charged particle* 
Dalaton at a l . dafina a traek to ba a A-ray which contain! at 
least four grains, while Tidman et a l . take a grain configura-
tion to be a 6-ray which has a projected range of at least 1««6W 
on the plana of tha emulsion from the axis of tha track. We 
have used tha conventions adopted bjr tha latter authors for 
•easuring S-ray density. Correction for tha background i s aade 
by counting the no. of S-rays on proton tracks of lass than 
1 0 0 ^ residual range where no 6-rays ara expected. Tha eaulsion 
sensitivity and tha sise of tha grains affect significantly tha 
counting of ^-rays. Thus, tha number of 6-rays observed would 
depend on tha resolution of tha emulsion and Its sensitivity• 
laglectlng the smaller tarns depending on tha particle 
structure and sign of tha charge, tha differential cross-section 
for tha transfer of energy in tha interval d l to ft stationary 
unbound electron by the electric field of a point charge Ze i s 
6 
given by i 
The energy, g, of such knock-on electrons extends upto 
5 Q 
6 
a naxlaua faint t 
vh«r«y» (l-p ) , M i s tha M M of tha partiela and othar 
symbols hava thair usual maanings. 
It should,howsrsr, ba pointad out that tlta lowar Halt 
of £ that dafinas a raeesjfelsabla &-ray la amulsion dspands on 
tha ranga-aaargy ralatioa for low raloeity alaotrons, tha grain 
tiza and tha sansitivity of amulsion and on tha danslty of back-
ground alactrona. 
Fron Sqn. (8.48), I t i s obvious that tha danslty of 
J-rays inoraasaa with tha aquara of tha aharga of tha partiola. 
Vhlla counting tha nuabar of 6-rays, ona should boar In alnd 
tha fact that oora of tha trade also broadans as tha partiola 
aharga incraaaaa. Voir va procaad to discuss tha eass in which 
tha partiela Yalocity assums* highar values. At ralat irist ic 
vs loel t las , vhan^—>lf MwmE bacomas quita larga eomparad to 
any practical ainlaum dalta-ray anargy. Thar af or a, tha nuabar 
of dalta-rays axoaadlng a particular aininua anargy, B^ni 
6 
bacoaas i 
Tha abova axprsssion suggssts that If tha valua of tha 
constant i s datarainad anpirioally for a partiola of known 
oharga than tha ehargaa of othar ralat ir is t ic partielas can ba 
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datarainad with good accuracy. 
for parti alas with low charga and haying high valoelty, 
tha nuabar of dalta-rays par unit l a n g t h , ^
 9 I s assuaad to ba 
7. 7/
 9 whara}/* 1» tha numbar of dalta-rays produoad par cm. Tha 
total no* of dalta-rays on a traok batwaan tha point whara tha 
partiels Yalocity i s ft and tha point whara tha particla comas 
6 to raat i t givan by t 
N* 9 P y\% JLR < 8 - 8 1 ) 
Tha abora relation has been obtained undar tha assumption 
that tha diff erentlal sag man t of tha track hat a length, dIU In 
tha oasa wo assuaa that an alamant of proton path, &\ , covers 
tha sama yaloaity intarral at tha traak alamant, dR, thont 
whara Z*2 i s tha maan effective aharga for energy-loss and M i t 
tha mats of tha parti cla axprassad in tarns of proton mass. 
Generally, *Vl$ "I-V, whara Z**8 Is tha maan square affaotiva 
oharga for tha prodnation of delta-rays. Thus, in such oircums-
taness wa harat 
•j*Z (2.63) 
or 
Ns = M y ^ = M ^ ) <8,M,) 
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In arriving at Iqn. (2*63') I t hat ha an. assunad that tha 
ratio 2. la unity. Barkai hat praparad a Tabla forA(A) 
7 * Z 
using tha aonrantion for counting &-rajra of Tidaan at a l . 
Finally, i t thould ha aantionad that using tha Tabla praparad 
by Barkas, our rat batwaan Intagral nuabar of dalta-rays and 
rasidual rang as for diffarant chargad partielas can ba plottad. 
Following tat of aaasuraaants hava baan oarriad oat for 
Idantlfylng tha saaondary partielas i 
a) Tha non-stopping partielas haya bean idantifiad by tha 
•athods giyaa balowi 
1) Moramllsad grain density mad Multiply scat taring 
para«atar (3-^*) 
11) ( A ^ . A K ) , 
b) Tha stopping parUclas vrm idantifiad by carrying out 
tha following aaatureaentsi 
i ) Rang a yarsut ionization (R - g*) 
11) Matt determination by constant sagitta 
111) Rang a Tarsus intagral number of dalta-rayt (R - H s). 
2 .5 .2 . I4anUno»tton
 ? f tfte flOR-s^opplM PTtty l i f t 
(1) flrajn, density Ytffflff ittttfrifflM» 
Tha non-stopping particlas which do not show appreciable 
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change la grata density have been ldentlfled by measuring specific 
ionization, g*, and the multiple scattering parameter, 5 . The 
values of the two parameters art determined at the same point. 
Since tat grain density for a particle of unit eharga i s a 
function of i t* velocity, therefore, tha saattarlng parameter, 
^ , at aqual grain density for particles of masses M and Mfl 
will ba inversely proportional to thair masse si 
Thus, if one knows tha plot of 3 and f* for a known 
partiola, say proton, than similar plots for other partlelas aan 
bo obtained.' f ig. (8.3) i s a plot of C^ tarsus g on log-log 
paper for singly as wall as doubly charge* partlelas. tha labia 
fia 
given by Barkas has been usad for plotting a carve between o< 
aai g* for proton whila tha othar curves In Fig. (2.3) hart baan 
obtained with tha help of tha proton curve. 
(11) (Ag*-AR) mxfe&alt 
Tha tracks which do not stop In tha avulsion but show 
appraalabla change In grain dansity along thair paths ara 
idantlflad by ( Ag* -AR ) method* for this purposs, tha 
normalised grain densities g. and g* and tha eorraspending 
values of AR ara determined and tha partlelas ara idantlflad 
by using tha curves of Fig. (2.1). 
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8.C .3. a«tni«i>tnf «"«fa»"" «fcrtl.l.«. 
(1) RftBgf YtfUMt IfMsjttvl (R- g*) 
Pro* the expression for energy-loss, Bqn. (2 .9) , we infer 
that grain density along a track i s a function of velocity and 
charge of tha particle. If tha ranga versus normalised grain 
density i s obtained for a known particle than Iqn* (2*13) aan 
be usad to obtain similar curves for other partialat. Similarly, 
curves between ranga and grain density for doubly charged 
partial* a aan also be obtainad by staking propar a l l ova net for 
tha charges of tha partiala a. Fig. (2.1) azhibits tha g*~ R 
plot for various partialaa. 
U i ) Mass Determination by Constant 8a«itta Method« 
Tha masses of tha singly and doubly ehargad particles 
have been determined by Maturing couloeb seat taring uaing 1.0M3Y1 
and 0.5 RW proton scheme a of Fay at a l . * Tha ache me a have been 
calibrated in our experiaent by naklng extensive measurement a 
on wall identified proton tracks. The reaulta of the identif i-
cation by constant sagitta meaaureaent wil l be presented in the 
next Chapter. 
U*i) Intaaral Mo. of Dolta»rays Versus Residual Ran*.. 
Iqn. (8.63') was used for calculating the integral no. of 
3 4 
delta-rays for d outer on, triton, He and Ha uaing the Table 
prepared by Barkss6. Tig. (2.2) is tha plot of integral no. of 
57* 
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dalta-rayt Tarsus rt t ldual ranga for th« »DOY« parti c i t s . Dtlta-
raya orar a tuitabla ratldual rang• ara eountad and tha curras 
of tha Fig . (2 ,2) ara utad to Idantify tha p a r t i c i t s . 
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Wf?fR Hi 
In this chapter va giva the results of taa present 
investigation on the •Mission of protons with energies greater 
than 30 MeY. Our main •onetrn hiri Is to present the eharaet* 
er t i s t i c s of the omitted protons namely the transversa momentum, 
momentum, energy and angular distributions. 
Ws shall bsfin with a brief description of ths energy 
and anf i s measurements of ths selected tracks. Than ths method 
of separation used for separating singly and doubly charged 
parUslss wil l be discussed. Similarly, ths attempts made in 
ssparating ths i so tops s of hydrogen —proton, dsuteron and 
triton hays bssn described in detai l . Ivory possible oare teas 
been taken in the identification of these particles to avoid 
ambiguity in the results* Nevertheless, a small contamination 
amongst these particles cannot be ruled out. Various •noise* 
present in the measurements of multiple coulomb scattering have 
been duly eonsidsred and due oorrections havs boon made. In 
the end we have devoted a separate lection to study the mechanism 
of interaction of high energy protons with the emulsion nuclei. 
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The energy of tha stopping particles bat been determined 
by measuring i t s range in tha emulsion. Sine* the arror la the 
rang • net turement of the se par t io le t 1 s usually n a i l , tharafora, 
tha «rror In tha energy determination la sueh cases I t axpaetad 
to be correspondingly small, tha non-stopping particlai have 
baaa identified by Maturing multiple ooulomb scat taring and 
tha ionitation. We, therefore, discuss tha arrors ataoelatad 
with thasa mea turement s In datai l . 
For datarmlninf ionitation on tracks from blob dansity 
alone, va aountad ^1000 blobt. Tha error in tha ionization 
determination from blob counts alone ooaas out to ba r>%fi'• 
About 400 bloat and r-'lOO gap a of tuitabla langtht vere countad 
for neaturing ionitation on tracks taUtf/ing tha condition 
r*^0*3A. Tha arror In tha valua of ionitation to determined 
hat been ettimated to be^ftJJ. Furthar, va utad naarly 100 calls 
In amah aaaa for finding tha value of tha aultipla ooulomb 
scat taring parameter, St . Thit g irts an mtr&t of r* &% Inoc 
Talua. Taking a l l thasa facts into oonsidaration va have, 
tharafora, takan an arror of r-» B% In tha anargy values determined 
from <Sc-— *? ) aathod. Ae a result va hare takan tha arror In 
tha energy determination for a l l these oases to ha ,-» 8*. finally 
I t should ha Mentioned that tha angles of tha selected tracks, 
with respect to tha primary, could ha measured with an accuracy 
of 0*5 degree* 
9 
o 
Hon-stopping singly and doubly charged particles were 
••para tad into taelr respective groups by studying tha Tar la -
tion of grain density along thalr tracks. 
Tha stopping particles vara separated Into singly and 
doubly charged groups toy Measuring integral amber of delta-
rays. For this purpose, delta-rays vera counted over S00j**n 
residual ranges for both types of particles. Fig, (3*1) 
exhibits a typical sample of delta-rays oyer 800 K>n residual 
ranges for singly as well as doubly charged particles. It i s 
evident from the figure that tha separation between these two 
groups i s almost unambiguous. 
Delta-rays over Saa residual ranges WT* counted oa tha 
tracks of singly charged particles atopping in the caul si on. 
Tha masses of the corresponding partialas vara determined by 
constant sagitta method as described below. Before carrying 
out w a s measurement of Individual particles, constant sagitta 
measurement was done on 60 tracks of protons identified by tha 
( ft - g ) method. Tha tracks chosen were of ranges greater 
than 1 cm* Tha X*QUM proton scheme of Fay at a l . via used 
and tha average value of the absolute second differences was 
determined by using at least ^ 5 0 ce l l s but in most of tha eases 
the number of coll a was mora than 70* The average value of the 
second differences has been found to bo (1*06 + 0.01 )jOn instead 
of l.OM,^. I t should be noted that a similar result has been 
^o 
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2 found by Friadlandar at a l . 
H f . <S*2) shows tha scattar plot batwaan tha latagral 
nuabar of dalta-rays counted O T W 2 aa rssldual rangas and tha 
oorraotad aassss of tha sorraspondinf particles. It Is claar 
from tli* figura that tha groats of protons, daataroas and 
trltons ara fairly rasolrad, suggesting that tha ambiguity in 
tha idantifleation la avail* Finally j va prasant tha Mas 
spactrua of tha saeondary parti alas vhioh do not stop in tha 
amulslon. Tha aaas spactrua of tha non~stoppiag saeondary 
partialas has haaa glvaa la Fig. (3 .3 ) . tha massas of such 
partial* a hava haaa datarainad by aaaauriog aultipla seattarlng 
paraaatar, "X . and tha spaaific loalsatloa, gjf» Pros Fig .(3*3) 
i t has baan astiaatad that thara i s a contaaiaation of about 19% 
among t t tha singly charfad parti a las . I t should, howavar, ha 
poiatad oat that ••*» i f va taka this faat late considaration for 
prasanting tha eharaotarl atlas of protons aaaaly snargy spaatrua, 
transyarsa aoaaatua distribution, a t e , tha rasults v i l l not ha 
appraeiably affaatad. Earing dlsaussad tha axparlaantal da ta i l s 
of tha idautlfiaation of saooadary partlclas, va nov prooaad 
to prasant tha transrarsa aoaantaa distribution of saooadary 
protons. 
3»2»1» Ttaatvarsa Maaaatua Distribution of Proton, t 
Tor tha las t two dacadas various vorkars hava baan 
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Interest* 1ft the study of transferee aeaentua distribution of 
secondary particles produced in nuclear colli tlon• of prlaarlas 
vith videly varying energies. They have arrived at tha follow-
Ing conclusions. 
• ' 3 
lishinura lias pointed eat that tha noan<p^ of tha 
transfers* aoaentua component a. of secondaries haa alvays 
* 4 
praettfaOAar tha sane value (around 460 MeV/c). Bigi et a l . 
have obaarted that <l*j^ increases vith the mass of the secondary 
particles- Friedlander hat shovn by Meant of statistical 
analysis of p — samplei that the distribution lav of pT i t 
quite sensitive to various physical parameters of interactions 
suoh as primary energy
 f nature of the seooadary parti alas, 
nature of the primary, ate. Attempts have also heen «*de by 
all t ft 
Coeeoni at a l . , laaada et a l / and Aly et a l . to f i t the 
observed distribution of p, — values vith various analytical 
expressions. It hat heen shewn by Friedlander that the pT-
distribution of baryons obeys a Boltsaann-type of lav* We 
have observed la our axperiaent that the average value of the 
transverse aoaentua Increases vith the aast of the secondary 
particles. The average p f - values for different particles 
have heen given in Table (3.1). 
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Tmbl« 3.X. t MMB Trsasvorso Moaantua of Diffarant Particlas 
Obsarvad la tha prosaat Expariaant, 
_ _ • . 
Typo of P a r t i c l e f Ayarago traaararta 
i aoaoatua < p ^ M M £ g J a V p J a f i a J a M M M H M ^ ^ 
Plon* 880 
Proton 290 £ 1 0 
Dautaron 370 
Triton 650 +30 
Ha-nuolai 602 £ 30 
¥• aavo and tho Boltsannn-typa of analytical axprassion 
for tha transvarsa aoaantua distribution of protons as glvan by 
?riadlandar6t 
o ~ * 
For a sot of X aaasurad valaos of p_, tha ralua of tha 
paraaatar CT hot boon datarainad froat 
A eoBToaioat graphieal aback for tha validity of tha 
Bqn. (3.1) «aa bo aada by plotting tha integral distribution 
• Tha initios of tho avorago transvarsa aoaantua of pions 
sad dautarons hara baan takan froa tha rosults of othar 
Inrastigators of our laboratory. 
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2 M(^P V against a . Froa Sqn. (3.1) ve havor 
A 1©C-linear s lot of Bqn. (3.3) would givo a straight 
Una. In fact, ve do get a straight lina la tha ease of seconds-
3 
ry protons. But for tritons and Ha -nuclei, aiailar plots show 
marked departure froa l inearity. Tha transverse soMntus 
distribution for tha saoondary protons has been given la Fig ,(3,4), 
Pig. (3*5) I t tha intagral["Log V ( > » t > l •**»*» p f 2 distribu-
tion of tha saoondary protons. Froa Fig.(3*5) i t nay bo saan 
that tha Boltsaaan distribution i s a good f i t for tha transverse 
aoacntum distribution of tha aaittad protons* 
Finally, concluding tha discussion oa transverse Boaantua 
distribution of saoondary protons, i t should ho aantloaod that 
tha value of <T hat hoaa found to ho 0.230 QaT/a. 
3.2.*. H9Mtat¥a Wiitarlhittti tif nmntton firstou 
It has hoaa obsarrad by aaay vorkars that tha average 
total Boaentua of tha saoondary particlas i s invariant with 
raapaet to primary energy. It has hoaa farthor observed that 
tha relationship p «J_p_, expected for an isotropic angular 
distribution Is Yalid. For protons tha average transversa 
Boaantua has hoaa found to bo 290 MaV/c. If this valua i s 
substituted ia tha abova expression tha valua of p eoaos eat as 
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370 XtY/t« vaaratt txpariatataUjr obaarrad talua of p i s 330 
MaV/o. Taut, tat two •mlutf art in fair agraaaant with oath 
otaar. Tat aoaantua distribution of tha protons hat tot a fittad 
10 
ay tha following analytical axprassloni 
M ( 7 ^ = [ 5 e ^ - c ^ (3.4) 
vhara ft and <* ara oonatanta to at dataralnad from tha 
analyais of tha axpariaan tally obtaintd aoaantua di attribution. 
Pig. (3.6) ahovs tha aoaantua distribution of protons in tat 
pang a (800*1000) MaT/c. For obtaining tat aoat probabla Talus 
of tha aonattntp , ^-ttat haa baan ptrforaad. Tha taint of (*> 
•1 
that obtaintd, ttat oat to ba 0.7« (OaT/a) • tha axpactation 
valat of tat oonatant <* ha a baan dataralnad by finding tha ratio 
of avtatt la diffarant aoaantua lattvvalt* Tha valua of oC ha a 
baan aatlaatad to ba 4.0 (OtT/t)*1* 
9*** jBtnr ttttim tf rrtitm* 
At vt htTa alraady diaautaad tat aoaantua diatribution 
of aaaoadary protona in ttt (3«8«8)y tatrtfort, a aaparata 
diaauaalon on tha anargy diatribution i t aot aaaantialiy 
raquirad. Hovavar, aoaa vorkara hava giYan thair raaulta ia 
ttraa of anargy distribution laataad of tat aoaantua dlstrlbu-
tiOQr»aftharafora, praaant a briaf daaoription of tha anargy 
distribution for tha taka of ooaparison. Tha anargy distribu-
tion of tha protons hat baan glvta la f ig . (3.7). This anargy 
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apectrun i s for 2400 secondary protons aftor neking dut correc-
tions for thr unregistered protons with dip Angles greater than 
80* • Ons observes fr©» f ig . (3.7) that the spectrun starts 
falling steeply at an energy of 250 *eV. It should ho pointed 
oat that siailar faaturas ara observable in tha energy speatra 
obtained by Powell ot a l . 1 1 and Rao ot «1« 
Finally, we giro tha angular distribution of tha protons 
observed la our experiment. This tea been shown in fig. (3*8)* 
from tha figura wa notice that tha distribution i t an-isotropie. 
Tha ratio F/B (tha forward ill backward ratio) tea boan found 
to bo (2.1 1 0.1). Tha study of tha angula* distribution of 
mm | , „ 
the secondary protons together with the anargy distribution la 
iaportant froa tha point of Tiaw that It will throw soaa light 
on tha aeehanlso of emission of thasa protons in high anargy 
nuolaar diaintagrations. 
3*8. 
»nan an energetic prinary particle eollidaa with a 
nucleus, aasons aad fast nueleons ara produced. Thay aaka few 
collisions before eseapigg and are obserTed to be strongly 
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collimated about the direction of Motion of the incident 
particle and emerge as shower particles. In traversing the 
nucleus, the shower particles sometimes internet with other 
nueleons and project them. The protons among such raaoiliai 
particles nay either eseapa without further interaction, in 
which aasa they wil l appear as gray tracks, or they nay collide 
with nueleons forming a small nuolaon aasaada. In the f irst 
•taae, tha ineidant parti ale distributes i t s kinetic energy 
among i t s eol l ls ioa partners until i t escapes taa nucleus or 
i t loses most of i t s energy and consequently, i s captured in taa 
nuclear potential. Tha ineidant nuolaon of high anargy, whose 
wave-length i s short as compared to tha distance between the 
nuclear particles, i s assumed to make two-body collision with 
tha individual constituents of the target nucleus. Thus* 
several fast nuoleons are emitted through the easeade stage, 
leaving tha nucleus in a highly exeited sta"fce. The step follow-
ing the interjnuclear easeade sta&e i s the evaporation easeade, 
in which relatively law energy partiales are emitted from the 
exalted intermediate residual nuclei. 
3-3*2* iT»tmtt9P. JPFQfifffi 
In analogy with the thermodynamleal treatment of liquid 
drop model, Bohr and Kalekar initiated the stat ist ical treat-
ment of nuclear disintegration. Bathe and Weisskopf1* later 
extended the theory and made rigorous calculations for evapora-
71 
16 
tloa froa aa axel ted nucleus using liquid drop nodal. Bagga 
and Harding at a l . 1 7 applied i t to low energy particles 
produoad In stars. Thar found a fair agraaasnt la the energy 
spectra of protons and alpha partielas upto anargias of 15 MtY. 
But tha agreement was not good in tha W M of high energy 
particles. Thay pointad out that liquid drop nodal, in tha 
easa of partielas vith high energy, cannot ha usad to account for 
tha evaporatloa process. This can ha understood In tha light of 
tha fact that tha number of nualaont in a nucleus i s relatival/ 
wa l l and there occurs appreciable cooling after tha emission 
of each particle. 
Tha evaporation theory as given by Bathe and Weisskopf 
J 'IS 
was Modified by Fujipoto and Taaaguehi by taking into account 
the cooling of tha nucleus due to sa ls si on of partielas. Later, 
la LeCoutaur gave a eoaprehensive theory of nuclear evaporation 
taking;into account the cooling effect, tha thermal expansion 
of the nucleus and the effect of neutron excess. He usad tha 
Feral gas aodal of the nucleus and obtained the aaargy spectra 
of evaporated partielas* He has also calculated tha probability 
g 
of emission of protons, neutrons, deuterons, trltons, Ha -nuclei 
and alpha-partielas as a function of excitation energy. Tha 
axaltad nucleus was assumed to be always in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. This assumption excluded tha stars with excitation 
aaargy greater than tha total binding energy of tha nucleus. 
For this reason, while dealing with tha stars area tad la Ag and 
72 
Br nuclei, calculations were not extended to excitation energy 
abort COO M«T. Tais condition pats restriction on the applies* 
b i l i ty of the theory to start with aero than 14 prongs. Since 
this aodol oan only he applied to hoary nuclei, therefore, the 
results froa the stars vith l e s s than ? heary proofs (supposed 
to ho produced due to l ight nuclei
 9 0,1,0) oannot ho compared 
vith the theory, 
20 
Page later collected data on a group of stars vith Nfc 
between 7 and 17, to aake energy analysis* There i s a beautiful 
agreement between the theoretical calculations aade by LeCouteur 
20 SI 80 
and the results obtained by Page and Perkins. Pago has 
found the ratio of doubly to singly charged particles to ho 
(0*87 10.008) by analysing 302 stars vith aore than 0 hoary 
prongs. This ralue i s in excellent agreeaent vith the calculated 
20 
ralue of LeCouteur, which i s equal to 0*27. Peg* *l*o 
obserred that of a l l the singly charges! particles caittcd froa 17 the stars, t$% were duo to deuteront and tritons. Harding at e l . 
hare found a ralue of 30% for these particles, These obserrations 
It 
support the eraporatlon theory of LeCouteur, according to vhich 
28* of the singly charged particles are deutcrons and tritons. 
Recently, detailed calculations hare boon dene by means of 
22 
computer on eraporatlon cascade by Dottrorsky et al. 
3-3-3* energy incctra of aranoratad Particle*i 
The shape or the energy spectrum of the particles froa 
9 
23 tha compound auclaua I t aainly da tar mi nod by tha fat tori 
whara 1 / i t tha anargy of aaittad partiala •• loading tha 
o 
raaidual nualaaa t t tha axaitation aaargy Bgr » »$• - B^1 • 
Sara itL danotaa tha iwxiBua falut of tha axaitation 
anarg y and U<%) *» ***• laral danaity aorraaponding to tha 
axaitation anargy, B-. la tha ahova axpraasion, i t i s attuaad 
that tha avaporatad partlclas ara aaittad froa tha aoapound 
nuclaua. 
Tha variation of tha or©i§-aaotion for foraation of tha 
aoapound nuolaua with aaargy i t raportad to ha aach alowar than 
tha afceva factor anlaaa tha aaargy of tha aaittad partial* i t 
81 
•ary lav* I t aan b* thown that tha aaargy apaatrua hat a 
Maxwallian diatribution of tha anargy I • of tha parUala a* 
a 
with tha nuaiaar taaparatura, "£ , giyan byi 
fh i i distribution i t in aloaa analogy with tha apaatrua 
of aolaeulaa, ayaporatad froa a haatad liquid hut thara i t a 
diffaranca ia tha two aaaas. In tha nuaiaar oasa thara i t a 
larga diffaranca batwaan tha taaparatura bafora and aftar tha 
araporation wharaaa in tha araporation of a molacula tha tamp ara. 
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ture docs net change appreciably. In the nuclear ease the 
energy spectrum depends on the temperature of the residual 
nucleus rather than the t cap era ture of tha compound nucleus* 
The Isotropic anfular distribution i t alto understandable in 
t i f i i o f the evaporation, picture, because there i t BO preferred 
direction in the evaporation process. 
Further* tha characteristics of emission of hifh energy 
fragment* (1>80 MaV) clearly shew that they aro not produced 
through tha aTaporation mechanism. For example, tha emission 
frequency of al l tha parti alas i t much highar than tha values 
expected from tha evaporation theory} and tha observed angular 
distributions of that a particles are highly an-i to tropic whereas 
tha evaporation thaory envisages that that a partielos should ha 
itotropioally dittributad. Tha values of tho ratio F/B (tha 
forward to backward ratio) hava boon found to be always greater 
than 2 for a l l tha partielos — protons, deuterons, tritont and 
He-nuclei• 
In our axpariaant wo have studied tha emission of protons 
of anargy between (30-390) Mo? and tritont and Ha-nuclai of 
anargiat greater than 30 MeY. The calculation •ado by Kikuehi 
23 4 
and Kavai for tha amitsion probability of protons and He -
nucleus through the evaporation process supports our claim that 
the energy interval considered la the pre seat axpariaant is ouch 
beyond the evaporation range, the results of the calculations 
have been given in Fig. (3.9). 
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Furthermore, even i f one wishes to explain the emission 
of high energy l ight fragments through the evaporation proeess, 
ho wil l have to assume unrealistieally high values of nuclear 
temperature which would net correspond to tho physical situs* 
24 tion. tho experimental studios hy vafanov tod Qstrouaov and 
Qstrouaov et a l . indicate that i t i s aalikely to explain tho 
emission of fast (60-600) Met He -nuclei ana tritons through 
evaporation proooss. As a rosult of a l l these findings, wo 
have discardod evaporation proooss as ono of tho possiblo 
mechanisms for tho production of tritons and He-nuclei la tho 
energy interval mentioned abors. Therefore* wo shall aot toy 
to find oat tho yield and energy spectra of oalttod partiolos 
by using evaporation proooss in ear farther discussions. 
3 ^ . 1 . HtfhlBlHI ft BtttH9B'«HfliW Ilttf*lttffl» 
We now lattndto discuss the meohanisa of interaction of 
energetic protons with tho eaulsion nuclei. The in i t ia l state 
of a proton-nucleus interaction can be conveniently divided 
into tiro dist inct classes* la the f i r s t ease, i t i s envisaged 
that the incident proton interacts with the individual nucleons 
of tho target nucleusj several charged and uncharged pioas are 
created in the impact. The mesons areated in the f irs t naeleon-
nucleon coll isions have velocit ies in the re lat iv is t ic regloa. 
They may also produce other mesons in the collision with the 
76 
available nucleons. la transfer sing tha nucleus, thcsa mesons 
may interact with other nucleons audi pro J act than. Tha protons 
among such recoiling particles mm? asaapa without further 
interaction or tha/ nay oollida with aueleons forming a n a i l 
nuoleon aaaaada. Suah a process i s rafarrad to at tha cascade 
mechanism. In tha second class of interaction, i t la assumed 
that tha incident proton interacts simultaneously with faTaral 
nucleons of the nucleus, this ia rafarrad to as •tuba1 or 
'tunnel* aodal. Tha sira of tha tunnal wil l ©briously dapaad 
upon the atoaic number of tha tar*at nucleus and, therefore, 
tha features of the in i t ia l stage are expected to dapaad on tha 
26 87 2B 
atomic number, Peiaaarg ' and Ivenorakaya at a l . formulated 
tha 'tunnal* nodal for aarrylng out tha analysis of thair 
experimental results obtained la eosmie raj studies. They hare 
concluded that their experimental finding a ara consistent with 
this modal* 
Before discussing further, I t la necessary to present 
tha experimental results obtained by us. Tha results presented 
la Table (3.2) hava been obtained by aarrylng out aeasurements 
on 1000 stars | €00 stars with > A ^ 7 and another 600 stars with 
M h < 7 ' 
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Tabla 3«2-i Characteristics of tha Interaction of 
84 OeY/o Proton* vita Inulsion Nuclei. 
1) 
8) 
S) 
K8 
\ 
^b 
Sfcfc 
%^l% 
ifcllnuyk, 
1 
t 
) * 
Light Huclol 
^ 0 , 1 , 0 ) 
3 .9+0 .09 
0*901 0.04 
3.38+0.08 
22.9 £ 1,0 
(16,6 £ 3 , 0 
87,6 ±4 .0 
apo £io 
! 
Hoar/ nuclei 
4.6 £ 0 . 1 
4.4 £ 0 . 1 
11.80£0.1 
24.0 £ 1 . 0 
69.8 £ 3.0 
81.0 £ 4 . 0 
846 £10 
Where fg f f and 1^ ara tha average nuaber par star of 
shower, gray aad black tracks, QSyL , Q^^and Qfe^ara the average 
angles which contain half of tha particles, determined fro* 
tha angular distributions plottad In f i t * . (3.10a), (3.10b) and 
(3.10c) and 9*1 . la tha average transverse aoaentua of gray 
traaks. Wa saa from tha above labia that oar rasults ara in 
fin 
raasonabla agreeaent with that obtainad by Bareshenkov at a l . 
* Tha value of tha average transverse aoaentua for gray 
partielas producad on l ight nuclei hat baan takan fro* tha 
rasults of othar vorkars of our laboratory. 
IOTBI Corrections for tha loss of vary dipping tracks have 
not haan aada for giving tha Man number of shower 
tracks producad on l ight and haavy nuclai. 
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In order to establish which of the two aechanisms, 
cascade or •tub*' model, i f applicable, the results of the 
MonteCarlo calculation on nuclear catcadaa should ba compared 
vita tha experimental results . Calculations for the interactions 
of 86 0*T proton* with Ag-nucleus baaed on cascade-evaporation 
2o 
model have been made to/ Artykov et a l . 9 using the MonteCarlo 
method in a computer taking Into account the relatiTistic three* 
diaenaional kinematica. They hare obtained the values ote5<t 
%i/;and 6b,v/z equal to 20, 66 and 64° respectively. Thus, v* 
notice that the results obtained in our experiment art ia fair 
agreement with these values, indicating that the interactions 
of energetic protons with the target nucleus can 1M interpreted 
ia terms of the cascade mechanism. 
Furthermore, for tha nueleon-tube interaction, CM. 
velocity in tha caie of interactions with tha Ag and Br * tubes1 
would ha aueh lower than for tha l ight nuclei (C,N,0). This i s 
because ia the former ease tha tuba i s almost twice as large as 
26 
compared to tha la t ter . Consequently, tha number of shower 
par t i d e a must ha considerably large ia tha Ag and Br * tubes'. 
Ia our experiment, however, tha mean number of shower particles 
par star produced oa heavy and l ight nuclei are (4*6 + 0.1) aad 
(3.9 ± 0.09) respectively. Such a small difference aaaaot ha 
explained by tha 'tuba* mechanism. In tha case of cascade 
col l is ions, the energy of the shower particles decreases 
rapidly as tha cascade proceeds. This leads to diminishing 
79 
multiplicity of showers produced la these col l is ions. Therefore, 
the number of showars in the ease of cascade modal It not 
expected to depend strongly oa the mass number. 
Consideration of the nude on-tube mechanism would imply 
considerable contamination of grer<traoks by pions prcduoed In 
the coll is ion of * nu«lcon with the nuclear tuba. But the 
experimental data show that tha gray particles ara predominantly 
nueleons. This experimental observation can again ba axplalnad 
o& tha assumption of oaacada mechanism of tha nucleon-nucleus 
intaractiona. Acoording to thla mechanism majority of gray 
partiola a should ba raooil nueleons. 
fha 'tuba' nodal cannot axplain tha avanta of nuolaar 
diaintagration with amission of aora than 88 grey aad black 
tracks. Tha number of this type of events has been found 
to ha f-t+% in tha preaent experiment. 
Finally, tha fact that tha values of tha transverse 
momenta ara in reasonable agreement with aaah other for gray 
particles produced oa l ight and heavy nuclei also favours 
tha cascade neonanism of interaction. 
Thus, tha results obtained in our experiment reveal a 
better agreement with tha cascade mechanism of nucleon-nucleus 
interaction rather than with tha • tunnel' modal. 
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vmm vf 
4«1.1. lR^T9<i^^9a» 
The results of the present experimental investigation 
as wil l as the theoretical discussion on the •mission of fast 
helium-nuclei and tritons have been givan in this chapter* Tha 
-3 3 4 
relative proportions of M , Ha and Ha , a mi t tad from disinteg-
rations due to cosmic radiation, ara of considerable importance 
in tha intarpratation of tha composition of tha rasidual gasas 
in meteorites and have not yet been satisfactorily determined. 
Therefore, a knowledge of tha accurata relative proportions of 
thasa partielas may bacoma an extremely useful tool in under-
standing tha above problam. We have tried to determine tha 
relative abundances of H , Ha and Ha from our experimental 
data. Since i t i s important to check tha re l iabi l i ty of this 
data, we shall discuss tha experimental procedure for finding 
tha relative proportions of thasa partielas in a hit detai l . 
Since majority of tha secondary helium-nuclei observed 
in our experiment were of track length less than 1 cm, therefore, 
84 
the Ionization of these partialis eould not be determined 
accurately either by counting blobs and holes or only holes* 
Hence the a i t s determination has been earriad out by Maturing 
multiple coulomb scattering using the constant sagitta method* 
la this method, multiple coulomb scattering i s measured with 
cal ls whose lengths vary along the trajectory in such a manner 
as to compensate for the momentum loss of the particle and to 
keep the mean deviation constant, the stat ist ical accuracy 
of the measured seat taring parameter and hence of the particle1 s 
•ass depends, for a track of given length, on the number of 
available ce l l s and, therefore, on the choice of the scattering 
scheme. The optimum oell i s obtained from the consideration 
that the ce l l s must be small enough to permit a large number 
of Individual measurements and yet large enough so that the 
scattering between the s e l l s I s sufficiently high In comparison 
to the noise level* The set of ee l l s i tes are chosen to yield 
optimum stat ist ical accuracy for a given noise level* 
According to Biswas et al* a scattering scheme which 
gives the mean seeond difference 2.4 times the average noise 
Is considered to be optimum* Corresponding error In the mass 
determination according to these authors 1st 
(ijL). « m^
 (4.x> 
where ' n j i s the number of independent s e l l s available for the 
9 
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scheme over the track length. 
Ve have verified the schemes givea by Biswas et a l . , 
2 3 4 • 
Dilvorth et a l . , Holtebekk «t a l . and Fay at a l . for da tar* 
mining tha multiple coulomb scattaring by constant aagitta 
meftiod. faking Into account various facts man t l on ad aboya tha 
schama of Fay at al* giving a mean second difference D as 0.5jun 
for proton* vat found most appropriate. We have usad this 
schama on 60 tracks of protons wall identified by (B - g ) 
method with ranges greater than 1 en and have obtained a mean 
- 6 
D-value of (0*56 • 0>008)H*i • Fried lander et a l . have also 
used this scheme on a number of protons of ranges greater than 
• % • ' ••••- ' • » 
1 em and have obtained the mean S-value of (0.63 ± 0 . 0 1 ) p i . 
Using the value D * 0*66pias obtained by us t the expected value 
' 3 
of the second differences for the tracks of tritons, Ha and 
Ha -nuclei can be calculated. These values have been given in 
Table 4 . 1 . 
Table 4 . 1 . i Calculated Values of D for Triton, He and Ha 
Tracks (Mean D for Protons=0.5«u.,m). 
T ParUela t
 x , tfffft .P-YflM aft f*1 
t Ml 
H* 0.349 0.356 ±0.006 
He8 0 307 ) 
He4 0.270 ) 
) 0*306 +0*006 
) 
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we have performed the Multiple coulomb scattering 
measurement ea 68 tracks of helium nuclei using ltQJim and O.SWn 
proton schemes given by Fay f t ml* In eeeh ease the signal to 
noise ratio has been found to be greater than 2 .4 . This 
condition la thus expected to give raliabla raaults even i f 
tha 0,5uw proton scheme i t used. The method of variation of 
call else has been uaad to find out tha value of tha aaaoad 
dlffaraneas on each track. For this purpose, Seas* (2*40) and 
(2.41) have been employed using a42, that i s , tha valua of D 
has been determined by finding tha aaan absoluta valua of 
second and third dlffaraneas using %*it «all and twice tha unit 
eell* I t should ba pointed out that expressions (2.40) and 
(2*41) hava bean derived on the assumption that •noise* does 
not depend on eel l s izes . Therefore, i t was considered 
necessary to check the independence of nolae with ee l l s i t e . 
For this purpose, Bens. (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) vert used to 
determine the noise eliminated D-values for the two schemes. 
Thus, with the help of the observed D-values and the noise 
eliminated Do, the magnitudes of the nolae for the two seheaes 
were calculated. The results , however, reveal that there i s 
no significant difference between the two values. This, there-
fore, suggests that for the two seheees considered in the 
present investigation perhaps the noise does not vary with the 
cel l s ixes. 
87 
6 
I t has been reported by Barkas that quadratic distor-
tions present In the emulsion disappear in the third differenc-
ing. Since no significant difference in the Man D-rallies 
obtained by seeond and third differences have been found, 
therefore, the question of the pretenoe of the disturbing 
effects does not arise . It should, however, be noted that the 
mean D-value determined fro* third differences vat found to be 
(1*06 £ 0.002) times that obtained fro* the second differences. 
The excess in the D-value determined from the third differences 
should not be taken to indicate the presence of the disturbing 
effeats* This excess can be interpreted with the help of the 
fact that the differences are not normally distributed* A 
similar value for the excess has been given by Barkas* The mean 
D-values obtained by using different combinations of seeond and 
third differences have been given in fable (4*2) « 
Table 4*2*t The Mean Values of IT Obtained Using 0.5 AW proton 
Scheme and Various Combinations of Second and 
Third Differences. 
Method of determining the 5~" Mean D-values using 0.8/"" 
at»a g-fiH*f f -JL proton whtat (ilsmg.) 
i ) Using seeond differences 
and variation of ce l l 0*30* ± 0*006 
else method (Eqn.2.40) 
i l ) Third differences and 
variation of ce l l s lse 
method (San* 2*41) 0*320 • 0*006 
i l l ) From the product of seeond 
differences of the type 
DK,DK+1 (*qn.2#36) 0.309 £0*006 
I T ) From the combination of 
third di fferenoes( Bqn *8 *38) 0 *314 + 0 *O06 
v) From the cross-product of 
seeond and third dif fe-
rences (Bqn* 2*37) 0*300 +0.005 
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4 . 1 . 3 . Iaotapla Abundanoa of tha 8aaondarr Hallua-Mualaii 
Helium tracks of range •%, I n were seleeted for the m s 
measurement, f i g . (4.1) ihovi the D-distribtttion obtained 
using 0 .Saw proton schama and employing the method of the 
variation of call also. Tha hi • tog ram of tha ^-distribution 
for tha halium-nuclai shows a peak around tha value of I«©»3lM.w 
and tha mean value (J$y * (0.30* + .00»)ktn . Tha ealculatad 
values of D for Ha - and Ha -nuclai ara 0.307/OTI and oSTQWm 
respectively. Va find that within tha experimental error tha 
ob far Tad naan D-ralua for seeoadsry Ha-nuolai la tha same at 
3 that oalaulatad for Ho -nuclai and la about thraa standard 
dariations away from tha ealculatad value of j^T> for Ho • 
Thus, our measurements suggest that a larga proportion of 
Ha-nuclai of energy graatar than 30 Mot ara Ho3* 
I t Is of conaidarabla Interest to discuss tha admixture 
3 4 • 
ratio of Ho and Ho -nuclai on tha oasis of tha D-distributton 
of secondary Ha-nuclai oeservad in the present Investigation. 
For this purpose ve havo compared, with tha holy of ^-toat, 
tha oxporlnontal D-distribution with thaoratieal distributions 
obtained under the assumption of different mixture ratios for 
3 4 
He and He -nuclai. The thaoratieal distribution functions of 
3 4 
He and Ho have hoen assumed to be normal curves with the mean 
D-valuas equal to 0.30^and 0.27 MM respectively. The analysis 
of our sample of Ha-nuclai shows that the best approximation 
S'Sa 
5 
§ 
•'6 
12 -
6 
0 55 O^S 6> 55 
D 
0-65 (MICPONS) 
D DISTRIBUTION 3S£/?V£D /N 
STARS MM / 
100% He-Nt/CL*. 
77/ Ale > 7 TH£ SMOOFH C(/RV£ /S fOR 
"'.£J 
89 
(<X -miniaua) IOMI eat vhon vo take lQQJf Hi and BO Mi • For 
this oaao wo got a probability of 80jf« However, whin v i takt 
. 3 a 
9Q£ and lt% of tha observed He-nuclei to ba Ha than tho%-
probabilities ooae out to ba r^70* and r^  46* respectively. 
Thua, i t ' l f l aaan that with the present s ta t i s t i cs I t la not 
possible to dad 190a tha par can tag a of Ha -nuclei In our saaple 7 
r«ry accurately. If11 at a l . in thalr experiments have 
observed that %%$ of the secondary He-nuclei ara of fata 
a 
nuabcr three. Xatin has also raportad that at least *Hf% of 
. . 3 
tha He-fragaents ia taa anargy iatarTal (§0-500) Ma? are He , 
Thuir no aoo that our observations ara In agreeaant with tha 
ratulti of these authors. 
I t i t worthwhile mentioning that one aight attaapt to 
3 4 
derive inforaation on tha admixture ratio of Ho and He -nualei 
from the study of delta-ray distribution, and tha saattar plot 
of d«lta-rays versus tha corresponding Basses of tha particles. 
We have also tried to find out this ratio froa tha study of 
thasa distributions, rig* (4.2) shows the seat tar plot of 
integral nuabar of dslta-rays over 800 M/m residual rang of and 
the aassas of tha corresponding He-partieles. Tha analysis 
of tha data presented in Fig. (4,2) reveals that we cannot 
arrive at definite conclusions on the relative proportions of 
a 4 
Ho° and He -nuclei. Siailarly, froa tha analysis of tha delta -
ray distribution given la f i g . (4.3) I t sooas rather diff icult 
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to say anything with exactness regarding the percentage of 
occurrence of these p a r t i c l e s . However, both these d i s t r ibu t ions 
are cons is tent with the assumption tha t the He-nuclei observed 
in the present inves t iga t ion are mostly He • 
Thus, from the above three independent analyses we see 
tha t the percentage of He -nuclei in our sample i s small . We 
have, there fore , taken a l l the He-nuclei to be He for present-
ing the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the observed He-nuclei . In Sec . 4 . 3 . 
4 3 . (1) we have attempted to find out the number of He from the 
ana lys i s based on d i f f rac t ion s c a t t e r i n g . The r e s u l t of the 
ana lys i s presented in Sec. 4 .3 .3(1) r evea l s tha t there are H 10% 
4 
He -nuclei amongst the observed He-fragments. 
4 . 2 , 1 . Energy Spectrum of Secondary He - n u c l e i : 
The range energy r e l a t i o n for He - p a r t i c l e s in emulsion 
g 
given by Powell e t a l . has been used to obtair the d i f fe ren-
t i a l energy spectrum of the He-nuclei observed in the energy 
in t e rva l (50-450) MeV. The d i f f e r e n t i a l energy spectrum of 
He-nuclei has been obtained from the ranges of 68 helium-
nuclei brought to r e s t in the emulsion. This has been 
presented in F ig . ( 4 . 4 ) . The solid l i n e i s the best f i t t i ng 
l i n e for He-nuclei spectrum. The l i n e represents the l a a s t 
square f i t to our data on assuming the following form for the 
90< 
to MMT/C £A/£RGY (MeU) 
D/FF£R£NT/Al £/VFFGY SP£CTRUM OF S/e- M£/C££/ £M/TT£D FROM 
STARS WW A//, > 7. 
Table 4.3t Characteristics of He-nuclei Observed in 
3tars with N h ^ 7 . 
3 •No • 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
.14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4 t 
ft 3tar Size ft 
6 
m' 2 
7 + 1 
24 +11 
24 +11 
1 6 + 3 
1 7 + 7 
1 0 + 2 
9 + 1 
1 7 + 4 
16 +10 
16 + 3 
IS + 5 
1 3 + 5 
1 7 + 4 
22 +10 
11 + 2 
1 8 + 4 
20 +22 
1 8 + 6 
8 + 4 
1 9 + 9 
16 + 7 
1 0 + 6 
2 1 + 8 
1 5 + 5 
1 8 + 8 
27 + 7 
1 7 + 4 
7 + 2 
8 + 0 
11 + 5 
11 + 3 
1 1 + 5 
9 + 4 
9 + 5 
15 + 6 
1 3 + 6 
8 + 4 
16 + 3 
9 + 9 
0 I 
+ 7 
+ 10 
+ 10 
+ 0 
+ 4 
+ 6 
+ 0 
+ 3 
+ 6 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 9 
+ 3 
• 8 
+ 6 
+ 6 
+ 4 
+ 7 
+ 2 
+ 4 
+ i 
+ 7 
+ 4 
+ 5 
+ 8 
+ 4 
• 10 
+ 0 
+ 3 • 
+ 6 
+ 3 
+ 3 
+ 5 
+ 7 
+ 6 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 6 
% • 
(decrees) 
3 
90 
46 
130 
66 
148 
146 
116 
15 
33 
45 
111 
. : • • 3 : . • • 
48 
134 
139 
28 
10 
40 
22 
14 
66 
27 
130 
165 
49 
148 
100 
43 
44 
21 
128 
36 
28 
61 
143 
35 
42 
76 
15 
ft 
f Energy 
6 (MeT) 
. 4 5 
4 5 
4 6 
47 
47 
48 
49 
60 
61 
52 
63 
53 
53 
54 
54 
66 
56 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
60 
62 
62 
64 
6ft 
66 
66 
66 
66 
67 
68 
68 
70 
70 
74 
75 
75 
* 
Q Momentum 
6 (MeV/e> 
o 5 
505 
606 
510 
616 
516 
620 
527 
633 
538 
543 
548 
648 
548 
553 
553 
564 
564 
564 
567 
574 
579 
584 
584 
mr%A 
Otnk 594 
603 
603 
608 
612 
612 
612 
617 
622 
622 
631 
631 
649 
651 
651 
HZZEZZZI 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
4 6 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
13 
16 
9 
+ 9 -1 -2 
•11 + 9 
• 5 + 6 
10 * 3 + 2 
19 
18 
13 
9 
17 
10 
17 
13 
12 
12 
18 
21 
21 
9 
10 
21 
23 
18 
8 
22 
+ 6 + 6 
+ 0 + 0 
+ 5 + 9 
+ 7 + 1 2 
+ 8 + 8 
+ 2 + 7 
+ 4 + 1 0 
+ 8 + 1 
• 2 . $ 3 
+ 3- + -1 
+ 7 + 5 
+ 7 + 9 
+ 9 + 9 
+ 1 + 4 
+ 4 + 2 
+ 9 + 1 3 
+ 4 * 10 
+ 7 + 5 
• 1 + 4 
+10 + 8 
17 *18 + 5 
15 
16 
18 
11 
+ 7 + 9 
+ 6 + 2 
+ 4 + 6 
+ 0 + 3 
7 
31 
9 
14 
21 
83 
92 
147 
79 
26 
149 
39 
61 
10 
27 
37 
174 
7 
16 
74 
3 6 
26 
7 6 
36 
32 
52 
4 1 
40 
76 
3 i • • • 4 1 5, 
76 
78 
80 
86 
86 
90 
92 
94 
95 
97 
100 
104 
107 
116 
117 
126 
127 
130 
130 
131 
W 140 
152 
160 
174 
216 
216 
225 
250 
658 
666 
675 
700 
700 
717 
725 
733 
737 
744 
754 
762 
782 
806 
8iB 
852 
856 
865 
865 
870 
898 
898 
936 
962 
1004 
1120 
1123 
1147 
1214 
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anargy apaatrust 
lo^Hs 0,+ kU^E (4.2) 
vhara I and 1 raprasant tha nuabar of ayants mad anargy 
raspaatiraly. Tha aonataats a mad b hara baan datarminad by 
10 tha relations i 
q .. g.W,3t*ZWt-ZWx>SWX,y (4.3) 
and 
nharaW represents the 'weights' assigned to tha observed 
nuabar of events in different energy iatarvalsfX-and V atand 
respectively for Log B and log H. Tha yalues of tha parameters 
a and b aorrasponding to our data come out to ba 2,87 • 0.2 
and 6.18 respectively. It should ba notad that 'a1 la tha 
number of dagraas of fr a adorn aorrasponding to a given distribu-
tion and in our aaaa i t s value i s 6, 
la sin has obtained tha vaj.ua of tha exponent, b, aqual 
to (-8*4 i.0 A) from tha study of tha differential anargy 
speetrum of saoondary helium-nualei (assuaad to ba Ha9) in tha 
anargy interval (80 - 600) NaT emitted In tha intaraation of 
cosaic-ray particlas of anargy greater than 6 OaV with emulsion 
94 
7 
nuclei. Efli at a l . , in freon (CBrFg) bubble chamber studies 
of interactions caused by protons of energy 22 OeV/c, have 
obtained the value of the exponent, in the energy interval 
(76-600) MeV, to b« (-2.4 + 0^2). Thus, we see that the Talua 
of tha exponent found by us i t in raaaonabla agreement with 
tha values obUinad by tha above authors. 
3 
4*2.2. Iraftsvorsc Mmffrtqp, *4f*rtPlffi*fft M ifr *Bm3>fl« 
For data mini Of tha transverse momentum distribution 
accurate angle measurements have baan made* By knowing tha 
energy and angles of tha tracks with respect to tha diraation 
of notion of tha primary particle, transversa momentum can 
aasily ba determined. Tha transversesoman tun distribution of 
* 
helium-nuclei has baan praaantad in Pig. (4.5a) . Tha average 3 ' transversa momentum for Ha -nuclei with momentum graatar than 
0*3 OaV/o has baan found to ha (0*300 £ *030) OeV/c. This 
value i s approximately double the value of the average transverse 
aoaentum for protons with the sane eut-off aoaentua. The aean 
3 
longitudinal momentum far He -nuclai has been found to be 
(330 + 30) MeY/e* I t i s thus seen that the aean values of the 
longitudinal and transverse momenta differ only slightly with 
each other* We have tried to f i t the experimental transverse 
momentum distribution with Boltsmann-type of analytical expres-
slon as in tha ease of secondary protons* I t has*been found 
that the transverse momentum distribution of helium-nuclei 
• 
94CL 
• 
I 
• 
30l 
20Y 
10V 
800 
^ ^ H (Mel//c) 
fooo 
94b 
95 
cannot ba fitted b? this typa of distribution, this i s evident 
from log ( in teg * (>(y)) versus p f 8 plot as the curve thus 
obtained i t not a straight l ine which would have baan tha ease 
i f i t vara to satisfy tha Boltamann-type of distribution. This 
plot has baan given in Fig. (4.5b). 
4.2*3. Angular Distributions In Fig. (4.6) tha angular 
distribution for He3-nuclei in tha energy interval (50-450) MaV 
has baan plotted. From tha figura i t can ba saan that tha 
angular distribution i s not isotropic as in tha oasa with 
evaporation partiolas having anargias balow 35 MaV. Tha 
forward to backward rat io , F/B, has baan found to ha aqual to 
( 8 . 6 + 0 . 2 ) . Thasa features suggast that thasa parti d a s are 
necessarily producad in tha f irst stag,* of tha nuclaon-nuclaus 
intaraetions. 
Tha average angla of amission of Be-nuclei in our 
a U 
experiment has baan found to ba 68 • 2.0 . Takibaev et a l . 
have found tha average angla of amission of Ha-nuclai, with 
anargy graatar than 100 MaV emitted frost tha intaraction of 
19.6 QaY protons with heavy nualai of emulsion, to ba aqual to 
54 £4®, 
4 . 2 ^ . Frequency of gmjfffflon vf «ffffa#iry flf-flfflflalt 
Wa have analysed 708 stars with \"^ »7 carrying out 
measurements on tracks found suitable according to our selection 
so 
i,0 
_J_ _ l _ 
0 2 0 0 2 
Cos. 6 
06 
- 10 06 
ANGULAR DISTR/BL/riON Of He-Ni/CU/ 
OBS£#l/f0 /A/ SZ4/PS W/r// A%>7. 
To 
96 
criteria. We have observed 68 tracks of doubly charged 
partieles In the momentum i n t e r v a l s (0.5 — 1.3) GeY/c. After 
making corrections for the geometry to aooount for the unregit-
o tired He-traeks with dip angles greater than 20 and othar 
3 losses , the yield of secondary helium-nuclei (assumed to be He ) 
In the above energy interval comes out to be (0*30 ± 0.02) per 
18 
star. Dahanayake et ml. hmire observed the amber of secondary 
Hc-nudei, with rang eg greater than 2 mm, and specific lonisa-
tion, g*, greater than 2 , equal to 0*30 per star. 
The yield of He-nuclei hat been found to increase with 
the increase in the average value of I^* Fig. (4.7) shove the 
plot between the yield per star and the average value of ?n in 
different intervals. The relation between the frequency of 
appearance of fast helium-nuclei and the number of grey and 
blaek tracks, fn, in disintegrations with M_^8 has been found 
to have the following form 
WHc== C e (4.3) 
where ¥H# i s the yield per star and o and b are constants. The 
coefficients nave been calculated by the method of least 
squares. The eonstants b and e have been found to be 0*11 and 
13 0.04 respectively. Takibaev et a l . have also observed a 
similar relation between the frequency of appearance of He-
nuclei and the number of grey and blaek tracks, 5^. 
96^ 
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4 .2 .5 . Track Pair Occurrence! 
By track pair we mean two helium-tracks which are 
emitted from the MLB« nucleus and both longer than the raquirad 
minimum length. Simultaneous amission of two hellurn-particles 
of anargias greater than 50 MeY and with dip angles lass than 
20° was observed in tha present investigation in six stars 
formed on Ag and Br nuclei • frequency of occurrence of tha 
track pairs as compared to tha singla tracks come out to ba 
(7.1 £ %*&)%• Thus, within tha experimental error tha occur -
ranca of track pair i s rarer by an additional yield factor, f, 
whara f raprasanta tha yiald par star for singla tracka. This 
r a suit suggests that both tha tracks ar a producad indapandant 
of aath othar. Takibaev at a l , have obsarrad thraa track 
pairs in tha interaction of 19.5 OeY protons with Ag and Br 
nuolai. Thay have astina tad tha cross-section for tha track 
pair formation to ba about 9% of tha singla track production 
7 
cross-saction. Kg11 at al* have obsarrad tha production 
frequency of tha track pairs to ba ^ ( 5 . 1 + 1*2)% as compared 
"• 11 to tha singla tracks. Thay have net obsarrad any track pair 
in tha interaction of 9 OeV protons with hoary: nuclei of 
emulsion. Tha angles between the direotions of emission of 
He-nuclei hare been found by Taklbeev at a l . to ba 18, 85 and 
1C1 • In our experiment tha angles between tha direct!ona of 
amission of He-nuelei ara 68, 84, 95, 112. 121 and 170*. 
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4-g.«- |he Star Siaa Blstrlbatioai 
I t tut bean no tad from tha studies oa tha aaisslon of 
fast helium-nuolei and heavier fragments froa nuclear disinteg-
ration that tha probability of amission of thesa frag Bents 
increases with taa increasing nuaber of the heavy prongs, S^. 
14 is 
Sorensen
 v Tasin and others have obtainad such oharaetar-
i s t i es* Taa star s i s a distributions obtainad la ths present 
Investigation for itars producing helium-nuclei and for a l l 
other stars hava been givan in f i g . (4 .8 ) . In taa interaction 
of protons with tha heavy nuclei of emulsion i t has been 
11 
raportad by Takibaev at a l . that He-nuclei are emitted froa 
taa stars with Nft>8, valla tha stars whiah do not emit 
He-nuclei hava the heavy prong numbers, Nft, lass than 7 as wall. 
Sinca our analysis has baan carried oat on stars with * B ^7 
only, therefore, In order to find out the average heavy prong 
number for the latter type of stars wo hare normal! sad the x. 
distribution In the lower region of Jt with taa rasuits of 
Takibaev at al* I t i s evident from tha figure that the star 
sisa distribution for tha stars whieh sa l t He-nuclei i s 
different froa ths distribution for a l l other stars* Tha aaan 
heavy prong number, ? h , for a l l other stars i s found to ba 
(13*3 x 0*8) and for stars aaitting He -nuclei Fh « 20.5+ 0.6, 
while tha aaan number of showar tracks, f&> ara (4*8 ±0*1) and 
(5*1 * 0.3) respectively, tha average number of heavy prongs 
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i s thus found to increase by 90% in the ease of stars sa l t ting 
He-nudci as compared to the Mtt for a l l other stars. Taklbaev 
at a l . have raportad aa increase of 60-«0* in this value in 
tha incident energy intarral of (10-20) Set . 
Wa have fur tha r triad to find relations batwaan tha 
average number of shower tracks, f f , and tha average number of 
gray and black tracks, faf in tha stars with and without 
Ha-nuclai. From Fig, (4,9) i t i s saan that in both tha easts 
tha vrnlue of F9 ineraasas vith tha inoraasa in Nh. I t i s also 
observed that tha value of fg i s lower in ease of tha stars 
emitting He-nuclai for a l l values of ? h , as compared to a l l 
othar stars. Assuming tha following for* for tha relation 
between I , and FQt __ 
the values of the constant* e and b have seen found to ba 3.04 
and 0*079 respectively for the stars emitting Ha-nuclai. For 
the stars which do net emit He-nuclei the values of the constants 
e and b have bean estimated to be 2.87 and 0.125 respectively. 
I t i s worthwhile Mentioning that the additional decrease 
in the value of Ng for every value of ?B in the ease of stars 
amitting Ha-nuclai compared to the corresponding values of ffl 
for a l l other stars indicate that He-fragments nay be produced 
as a result of the absorption of pions in the nucleus. 
a 
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4 . 3 . Th«or«tld>l Mod.1.1 
Son* thaoratlcal nodals whioh aay ba usad to axplain tha 
amission of Ha-nuolal and tritons ara l i t tad balowi 
1) Evaporation. 
2) Diract Interaction of primary with a nuelaon or 
a nuelaon substruetura (d t t f t ) of tha nuclaus. 
3) Cascada nuelaon Intaraetloni 
(1) Intaraotion of caseada nuelaons with 
substructuras in nuclai. 
(11) Pick-up Process. 
4) Absorptior**of K-mason In alpha <»-Qlustars. 
In tha following sactlona wa ahall dlseuss thasa medals 
saparataly. 
4 . 3 . I . if>Bor>^Qfl» 
Wa hava alraady di sous sad that tha anargies of parti alas 
ami ttad through evaporation process l i a much balow 60 MeY mad 
tha angular distributions of thasa parti d a s ara naarly 
isotropic In tha CM. system* Tha anargy interval which has 
baan considarad in tha present work l i a s considarably highar 
than tha evaporation rang* and tha observed angular distribu-
tions ara an-i so tropic. Since tha observations ara la markad 
disagreement with tha rasults expected from tha evaporation 
procass, therefore, wa have excluded i t for axplaining tha 
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amission of tha invastlgatsd high anargy Ha-frag man ts mad 
tritons. 
^•3.2. p i m ; rmtfMi' 
At diraot procassas va shall dascriba tha single stsp 
ons of primary protons with a nuelaon or a substruetura lika d, 
t and alpha-particla of tha nuclaus. Following ara tha probabla 
diract proeassas which ©an load to tha production of Ha-frag-
nsntst 
P+N > TUultA CD 
P+<L »H\+k (2) 
P+<* ^oC+fM-* (4) 
Pt-oc ^He+P+^ +N (5) 
whara A maans othar partielas, aspaeially pi-ma sons and N and 
N raprasant raspactivaly a nuelaon and an antlnuclaon. 
Tha oross-saction for procass (1) naglacting raabsorption 
a 
of Ht in tha nuclaus should ba proportional to tha gsomatrie 
crosa-saotion (7\R^^5) whila Bgli at a l . 7 hava obsarvad A6 / 3 
dapandanca for tha production of Hs-nuelal* Tha two rasuits 
ara in markad disagrsaaant, tharafora, tha production of 
Ha -nuclai cannot ba anrisjagad through procas* (1 ) . In easa 
(2) i t i s a fusion of two particlas vlth larga ralatifa 
momantum (^4 QaV/c). According to Butler and Paarson i t i s 
aatramaly improbabla that this proeass nay contributa to tha 
production of anargatie Ha-nuolai. Tha procass raprasantad by 
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(3) i t an • last ic scattering and Egli at a l . havs eonduded 
that tha cross-section for this process l a negligibly small. 
17 1ft 
Kosodaey at al* and Moulthrop hara observed processes (4) 
and (5) la ease of primary energies lesser than 1 OaV. Accord-
ing to thair measurements the cross-section for pr oca at (4) 
Is negligible compared to tha corresponding cross-section for 
(5 ) , provided tha alpha-parti d a gats a high racoil energy 
sufficient for i t s id an t i f i cation. Raaction (8) daals with 
a * qua si-free* coll ision of proton with a nautron in Ha and 
3 
tha rasidual nuclaus Ha plays tha rola of a spa eta tor. Tha 
momentum transfarrad to tha rasidual nucleus i s so small that 
i t s energy wil l hardly exoeed tha evaporation spectrum. By 
extrapolating thasa rasuits to tha primary anargy of
 r-'22 OeV/c. 
Eg 11 at a l . hare concluded that processes (4) and (fi) cannot 
ha considered for explaining tha sslssion of high anargy 
He-fragments. I t nay ha mentioned here that extrapolation of 
tha results at 1 QeV to 22 OeV/c i s possible on tha ha s i t of 
momentum approximation* 
14 Sorensen has shown that tha amission of fast He-nuclei 
(40 * 150) Mav cannot ha explained in terms of dlraet inter-
action by primary par t i d e s which init iate nudear disintegra-
tions. On the ha s i s of these findings we hare not considered 
iny of tha above processes (1-5) to calculate tha yield of 
tha He-fragments. 
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4.3.3.(1) Jntaractioa of Casaada Muclaona with S 
This proofss doals with the interaction of aassad* 
O « 9 A 
nuoloons with sufestruaturs such as H , H , Ha and Ha 1A tha 
nualaus. Caseada nuelootrs iWtoraetlng with dautarons can 
3 
produca Ha -nuclai and tritons according to tha following 
roaatlonss 
(1) 
P+Ha -»H!+*° (2) 
tUH* >HVA° (4) 
19 Frank at a l . hava obtained a oross-ssctlon of 15 
millibarn for raaetion (1) using 340 MaV protons. Using this 
ralua of tha oross-soetion and considering tha vhola skin 
(outar raglon of tha nuclaus from tha point whara tha nuoloar 
dansity starts falling balow tha cantral valua) of tha nuolaus 
which i s tha aoan of Silver and Bromina, tha ratio of tritons 
-6 
to tha oasaada protons comas out to ho r* 10 • Dahanayaka at 
IS 20 
a l , and fowlor and Parkins hava obsarrad this ratio to ha 
If at 80 Ma? and 1.5* at 500 MaT. On kinomatioal considerations 
ona would axpaet similar rasuits for reactions (2) - (4) also. 
Hence tha upper limit of tha astimatod ratio from raaetions 
(1-4) i s far too low to account for tha production of Ha3-nuclal 
and tritons through thasa prooaasas. 
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4 Inelastie scattering of cascade nucleons oa He -nude us 
can produoe He -nuclei and tritons according to tha following 
reactions! 
.3 
P-tHe >H + * T <*> 
*Hev+HX • (6) 
N+H^_>H3+HX (7) 
> 
tHe+^N (8) 
21 Sakamoto * using tha experimental data obtained by Hillmmn 
88 4 
at a l . for inelastic scat taring of 180 MaV protons on Ho 
has shown that this inalastio scat taring can ba intarpratad as 
vary close to free proton-nucleon scattering. Using thasa 
results i t can be shown that even with the consideration of 
4 3 
Fermi-momentum of He -clusters in a nucleus, He -nuclei and 
tritons emitted according to reactions (5) * (8) , wil l not have 
energies tar above those of evaporation particles. 
Elastic scattering of cascade nucleons on three-nualeon 
3 
dusters i s tha next possibility which can produce He and 
tritons. On tha binding onergy considerations Wilkinson has 
argued that four-nueleon clusters (alpha-partide) should ho 
much more abundant as compared to three-nudeon clusters. 
Therefore, i f va assume that He-nuclei are produced through 
elastle scattering then mainly He -nuclei should be emitted. In tha following discussion va have tried to find out tha yield 
of Ha -nuclei in tha energy interval of (50-450) MaV which may 
be produced through tha elastic scattering of cascade protons 
10 
4 
and pions oa He -nucleus. 
The expression for the differential cross-section for 
84 
elast ic scattering i s given hyt 
where dL<5dL i t the oro ss-ssc tion per unit solid angle for 
diffraction at the angle 6 , R i s tha coll ision radius of ths 
nucleus, k Is ths wars numbsr of tha ineidsnt particle and J^ 
Is ths f irs t order Bssssl function. I t should ha BO tad that 
tha above foraula holds only whan k R ^ l 9 i . e . , when tha 
nucleus i s considered to ha parfactly opaque* 
4 4 
While considering tha proton-He and pion-Hs •]-astic 
scattering we havs deteralnsd tha angles at which ths production 
of Ha -nuclei of energy^?50 MsV wil l taks placs corresponding 
to diffsrsnt proton and pion kinetic energies. This has been 
dons on kineaatical considerations. Ths values of kR ***• 
:;r
 4 
determined at various kinstic energies taking R for Ha -nuelsus 
squal to l.»85 fsrmi. Ths condition for validity of tha 
sxprssslon for differential eross-ssction Has found to ha satis* 
flad in aaoh case. With tha help of ths values of J.(kR sine ) 
and diffsrsnt values of k, va plotted graphs betweenta, and e* 
A typical ease has been shown la Fig • (4.10) . since va know 
tha angle at which the production of Ha In tha required energy 
II So 
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rang* would taka plaoa, tharafora, wa could oonvanlantly 
astiaata the cross-saction for Ha production. Wa hava usad 
25 tha anargy spsctrum of ca a cad a protons gl*an by Caaarlnl at a l . 
to dataralna tha fraquancy of protona par star In a glran 
anargy intanral. Knowing tha production cross-saction of Ha -
nuolai and proton intanslty
 f tha yiald of Ha can ha obtainad. 
Tabla (4.4a) fcivas tha Intensity of protons and tha yiald of 
Ha -nualaus in diffarant proton klnatla anargy intarrala. 
Tabla 4,4a: Tha In tan si ty of Protons, *«A and tha l iald 
of Ha4-nuclaus in Blastio &t* ttaring of 
Protons on Ha4-nuclaua. 
Proton klnatla ! In tan si ty { ^f\ ?Fraquanay of 
Enargy (Havf | of Protons} |Ha4.nuaiaaa 
88$ - 360 37.8* x 10"8 8,696x10"* 138.38 x lo"* 
380 - 480 16,98 X Kf"8 1.303 xl0"* 280,01 x 10 - 5 
4S0 - 580 9.26 x 10*® 1.732 xlO** 160.38 x 10** 
8 8 0 - 9 8 0 11.64 x 10"* 1.863 x lO* 2U.83 x 10"6 
TOfALi 0.00727 
To account for tha fact that tha caseada naut^ons ukj 
also contrlbuta towards tha product!oa of Ha -nuelal tha abort 
• stiaatad total valua should ha doualad. Thus, tha total yiald 
of Ha -nuclaus from tha alas t ic saa ttaring of caseada nuclaons 
on Ha -nuclaus comas out to ba &0*0146. 
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The calculation for the yield of Ha -particles emitted 
through tha elast ic teat taring of eaaoada plons on Ho has been 
earriad out in a siallar manner as indicatad above in tha ease 
of p-He alaatic scat taring. For finding tha Intensity of 
plons In a car tain anargy intarral wa have uaad tha form df tha 
energy spectrum of caacada plans given by Camarini at a l . Wa 
hara also usad tha fact that about 8*£ of tha shower particles 
are piona. Tha number of ahovar particlas In tha present 
experiment after making dua corrections for tha geometry has 
baan fount to ha 7.0 . We have, therefore, taken tha nuabar of 
chargad plena aqual to 6.95. For dataraining tha intansity of 
ft-«**on» wa hara uaad tha faat that Hf f NK+=Zty . Tha aha pa 
of tha apactrua has baan assumed to ba similar to that of tha 
chargad plons, Tabla (4.4b) gives tha Intensity of T^mmm^lL-
4 
and tha frequency of Ha -nucleus at different plon kinetic 
energies. 
Table 4.4b: Tha Intensity of Negative Plons, 1ojx and the 
Frequency of Production of He -nucleus In Hlastle 
Scattering of Cascade TV-Mesons on He • 
Plon k ine t i c ! Intensity of J 
energy (Me?)] plons j 
4 6 0 - 6 6 0 
6 6 0 - 8 6 0 
860 -1200 
16.7 x 10"8 
38.5 x 10*8 
10.69 x 1 0 - 8 
%> 
-3 7.781 x 10 
8.68 x 10"3 
17.49X 10 "* 
1 
j Frequency of 
I He4croductlon 
130.62 x 1 0 - 6 
334.10 X lO*6 
186.21 x i o " * 
TOTAL: 0.00660 
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In order to get the total yield of l e* In cascade 
pion-He elast ic scattering the yield obtained from 7f-Ha 
•la st ic scattering should bo multiplied by a factor of three. 
Thus, the total yield in A-He olaatle seattorlng cornea out to 
bo 0.0195. Therefore, tho total ylold of Ro -nucleus preduo-
4 4 
tion both from pi on-Ho and nucleon-He olaatle scattering comas 
out to bo 0*034 which la about 1X% of tho ylold of He-nuclei 
observed In tho proaont experiment. 
4 .3 .3 ( i i ) flak-up Pfogif f i 
Tho pick-up proeess i s tho inverse of tho stripping 
proeoss. Tho pick-up process was introduced by Chew and 
Goldberger for explaining tho production of deuterons. 
According to thorn in such a process, a nuoleon passing out of 
a nucleus may pick up one or two nuoloons from tho nuclear 
3 
surface to form a d outer on, a triton or, a Ho -nucleus 
respectively. Butler and Pearson have given a model to 
explain tho production of fa at deuterons. According to their 
theory these dauterona are produced as a result of pick-up 
among at cascade nucleons emitted in a narrow cone with suitable 
relative momenta. They have calculated tho energy spectra of 
fast deuterons omitted In tho interaction of 30 GeV/o protons 
with different target nuclei• They have found a good agreement 
27 
with the apeetra obtained by Fitch et a l . and Sohwarssehild 
and Zupaneic. It should, however, be mentioned that Butler 
and Pearson model has been found successful in explaining the 
10S 
shape of the deuteron Spectra in the energy region of few 0«V. 
These calculations as such cannot be applied to tha formation 
of fragments with mora than two nuclaons. Schwarsschild and 
Zupaneic have simplified this modal to tha extant that tha 
cascade nuclaons make a bound state exactly when their relative 
momentum i s leas than a certain value / • The modified model 
of Schvarssddld and Zupaneic can now be used to explain the 
8 3 
production of H and He -nuclei in the energy range of 
7 (50-460) MeV using the pick-up model suggested by Egli et a l . 
Whan the deuteron spectrum calculated according to 
Sehwarssehlld and Zupanoic modal i s compared with that given 
by Butler and Pearson then agreement i s found only vhen the 
parameter J7 appearing in the work of the former authors i s 
set la the form: 
where ty i s the total energy of a deuteron corresponding to 
the momentum p. We have used the Sehwarsachild and Zupaneic 
model modified by the above epxression for calculating tha 
3 
energy spectrum of Ha -nuclei formed by the pick-up process. 
This i s done by introducing a phenomenological parameter _f, 
given by (4.8) but the only difference i s that W and p will 
3 denote the total energy and momentum of He respectively. Any 
three nucleons whose relative momenta are less than j ^ may 
11 V 
3 
coalesce late a tar i to a or a He -nucleus. Slnee the probability 
of finding any on* nuclaon within such a small region of 
aonentua. ipaae i s s s» l l f therefore, i t follows fro* the abort 
assumption that He3-nuoleus t a deuteron ratio should ha of tha 
Sana order of magnitude as tha dautaron to proton ratio at 
any given angla and given momentum par nuclaon. It should, 
however, ha notad that tha exaet yalua of this quantity 
dapand» on tha probability distribution for dlffarant numbers 
of shower nude on s in tha nucleus, stat ist ical weightage 
factor, dlffaraneas in binding energies, ate. Sehwarssehild 
28 
and Zupanoio have observed* 
for tha ratios of tha yield 4>L_ of tha dlffarant particles 
at tha lndloatad momenta. Wa hava checked that this faot i s 
also true in our experiment. Table (4.5) gives the value of 
the ratios of triton to dautaron and dautaron to proton at the 
indicated momenta per nuclaon. 
Table 4.5s The Ratios of Triton to Dautaron, and Deuteron to 
Proton at tha Indies ted Momenta per lfucleon. 
Momentum per 
200 - 300 
300 - 400 
4 0 0 - 5 0 0 
• f 
D 
0.35 • 0.04 
0.20 • 0.03 
0.043+ 0.006 
1 P 
B 
0.35 1 0 . 0 4 
0.26 • 0.03 
0.10 + 0 . 0 3 
I l l 
The deuteron to proton ratio at a given angle 6 and 
momentum per nucleon, p, should according to tha above assump-
tions ba essentially governed by the probability of finding a 
neutron within a small sphere of radius f around the point 
representing any given proton in momentum space. This probabi-
l i t y aocording to 3chwarssehild and Zupancic i s t 
si-ne 2>*m>< (4,9) 
or 
Ktf-%>[$£- frfippj (4 .9«) 
The number of proton dM (p) at laboratory momentum p and angle 
9 i s givenbyi * 
F ^ r ; b&me E X T f <4*10> 
where 8 represents the total energy of a proton corresponding 
to the momentum p. The quantities m and x occurring in Sqn»(4«9) 
denote respectively the nueleon mass and the target efficiency. 
The experimentally most directly measurcable quantity 
i s the ratio of the d enter on yield, CSO^ D to the proton yield, 
AM " ^ 
<*"? , at the same total momentum P«8p, where p i s the 
"5fd6-
momentum per nueleon o | deuteron. This quantity according to 
HZ 
tqns. (4.9) »ni (4,10) i3i 
<WP)..<K>ft>)w(E) , M ( r t ,. ,,, 
Tharafora, pat tine *&• value of la 
Substituting th« value of ul<p) froa Sqn* (4.*') vt would 
gatt 
Egll at ftl* hava expressed the spectrum of secondary 
p-rotons having momentum laaa than 2 GeV/o In tha following 
fori) 
(444a) 
with 
. f (,f)« P^t-^lj) (4.14a) 
and 
vhara (& and o<ara constants, p means th« momentum and P-^psme 
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l i tha transversa aomantua of protons. Tha form of tha 
transversa aoaentua distribution has been taken from the work 
of Friadlander29 and 1;he value of tha constant <T has been 
deterained froa tha experiaeatal tranaverse aoaentua distribu-
tion. Siailarly, tha for* of tha aoaentua diatribution has been 
taken as suggested by I f l i at a l . the values of tha constants* 
and p have baan eatiaated from tha study of tha experiaental 
momantu* distribution of tha saaondary protons* 
Putting tha value of dK_(p) from Son. (4.14) in (4.13) 
va haves 
He v ' / q™*-v* fe*^ i» A- A o * -
^ Y p p* (4.15) 
or 
J . y ^ * f V ^ ( W f ' W ^ T (4.18.) 
Replaeing f by fc(V^)*' 5 
1H ^ - i i ^ V ^ T H ^ ) ^ (4.16) 
3 
I t aan ba shown that for a nuelaon of aoaentua p and a Ha of 
aoaantua 3p, tha following condition ia satisfiadi 
3 
where W and M r«prasant tha total anargy and aass of Ha «*aueleus 
respeetively. Therefore, on tha raplaaaaant of & by_W_ i» 
1 1 4 
Bqn. (4.16) wo hay* i 
Aeeording to Batlor and Poaraoa16, tha target offieioaoy, 
Xf can ba axpraaaad in tha forat 
Haw putting tha n l i w of X CW la San. (4.17) w heroi 
Th* *uS»titutlon of th* Y*1IMI of f (») and f (ft.) froa 
(4.14b) and (4.14e) In (4.18) l i t d i toi 
H 1 ^ iM^H^f^Sr* ' »LTi/r V 2 ' J ^(4.19) 
Oa intag ration with rosooot to a. wo navos 
It ahould ho no tad that tho afeova axpraaaion rapraaants 
3 
tho spaatrua of Ho -fragoant par primary raaotioa. In too 
anargy rang* of (60-460) MaV, tha apaatrum oan ho rapraaantad 
in tarns of klaotio anargy throMgh tha following sowar lawi 
JWHS ^wn tiff*"*
 (4JX) 
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±ho ylald of Ho -nuclti tttimattd from tht integration 
of Eqn. (4.21) In tht enargy Interval mentioned above coats 
oat to be» 
fe^r-'^H^-inr— (4412) 
Substitution of the experimental valuta of tht yield of 
3 
Ho in tht mid energy interval, tht nu»bar of eaaeade proton*, 
Mpfandp> in Bqn. (4.22) leadt toi 
g 
If wt aasumt that half of tht Ho -nuclti art produced 
through tht pick-up proctis then tht valuts of -fo and J would 
become t 
and 
f as 0-3^5CaCv/c 
fso-14^ Ovev/c 
3 
AYfrftge yrtafYtrft ttPBtRtw qf fit *avwlfl» 
s 
Tht average transverse momentum of Ho -nuclei ean bt 
caloulattd from tht knowledge of experimental valut of tht 
quantity for proton* Tht average transverse momentum p T for 
proton ia calculated fromi 
h-W" -^-fs ' <4*"3> 
ne 
Putting the valua of g(p.) from Bqn. (4.14o) in the abort 
expression and integrating with raapact to pT would givat 
3 
and similarly tha transverse aooantua of Ha -nuclai la obtainad 
aat 
Substitution of tha axpariaantal valua of tha average 
transverse aooantua of protons aa obtainad in Chapttr III would 
givat 
t^ (He) r= &*2<\o<2* sooMeV/o 
It ahould ha pointad out that tha axpariaantal valua of 
3 
tha transverse aooantua of Ha -nuclai la ^ 6 0 0 MtV/c. Tha 
two rtsuits art thus in fair agreement with aaeh othar. 
Wa have aatn that tha pi ok-up nodal rtproduots tha 
axpariaantal faeta namely the energy spectrum and the mean 
3 
valua of tha transverse aooantua of Ha -nuclai astonishingly 
nicely with our siaple calculations. But In order to explain 
3 tha axpariaantal yield of He-nuclei based on this model, tha 
value of f which comes out la coaparable to tha aooantua of 
3 
those cascade nucleons which would form Ha -nuclei of energies 
1 1 7 
greater than 50 M«V. We thus observe that one of the assump-
tions which i s the basis of Hon. (4.18) i s not fu l f i l led . 
Further, the fern of proton momentum spectrum used by us In 
the calculations represents only a rough approximation. More-
3 
over, the dependence of Ho -nuclei / laid on the atomic number 
of the target nuclei has not been included which i s an observed 
fast* I t i s , however, interesting to note that for i t s 
investigation within the frame work of pick-up modal, a 
knowledge of the nuoleon cascade as a function of the mass 
number of nuclei would be necessary. 
The contradiction in the values of / obtained experi-
mentally and that visualised for the success of the pick-up 
modal may ha attributed to the fact that the assumptions made 
In the theory are crude. I t I s , however, expected that refine-
ment of tha theory by introducing soma suitable parameter may 
give results which may be In agreement with tha observed values. 
Finally, on tha basis of tha above observations we 
conclude that a final decision in favour of or against tha piok-
upModel cannot be made here though the results obtained speak 
for the success of tha modal* This conclusion, therefore, 
necessitates to consider other mechanisms also for explaining 
3 
tha production of fast Ha -nuclei and tritons. Besides this 
3 
modal, the production of He -nuclei may also take place through 
tha pion absorption in Ha -nucleus. We, therefore, proceed to 
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discuss tha nachaniasi of amission of thss* anargatic frag nan ts 
In taras of tha plon-abaorptioa in nuclaar alpha-cluatara. 
*•*• ^fraayatian of K»Moaona In lialM> AlDU>Glmtirn 
4 A . 1 . Introduction t 
S Th* production of anargatic Ha -nuclai and tritona tan 
bo und or stood in taraa of pion-aaaorptlon in nuclaar obelus tars 
11 prasant la tha outir rag ion of tit* nuclaus. Taain too 
9 
axplainad tha aaission of Ha -nuclai and tritona in tha anargy 
intarval (80-500) Ma? producad in tha intaraction of coaeic-
raya with aaulaion nuclai, through this aachanisn. Kaission 
of anargatic tritona la too absorption of nogativa /\-«aaons 
in Ha -nuclaus has BOOH raportad by Bar tola ni at a l . and 
SI 38 
Sshiff at a l . Alao, Rabin ot *1# haTa raportad tha 
production of fast tritona In tha absorption of nagatlra 
fi-aoaonsfcy photographic aaulaion nuclai. Haliun Bubbla Chaabar 
83 8 
group has obssrvad tha production of Ha -nuclai and tritona 
— 4 
la tha abaorptlon of ICnaaaona la Ha -nuolaua. 
34 
Ronna ot a l . in tha study of 1*3 QaV anti-proton 
intaraction with conplax nuclai have ahovn that about 28£ of 
tha ©a scad a pions with tha aoan anargy (480 + 50) MaV ara 
raabsorbad In tha sasia nuclaus. Tha raabsorption of tha 
erastad ^-assons in tha sana nuclaus i s axpactad to raiss tha 
nuolaar axeltation anargy and conaaquantly tha aoan haary prong 
11 0 
- 3 
number, Hh, in the stars •Bitting Ha -nuclti will be large 
without any significant change in the value of H§. Infaat, 
this feature has been observed in our experiment a lso . 
3 
The production of fast He -nuclei through the pion-
absorption mechanism i s supported by ths stud/ of ths variation 
of H_ with M. in the stars with and without Ha-nuelai. We have 
plotted tha variation of N, with fh for stars emitting He-nuclei 
and a l l other stars in Fig. (4 ,9 ) . In both tha easas Fg i s 
observed to Increase with MQ. We furthar notica ona in tar a s t -
ing feature that for ovary Talus of M_ tha value of H§ i s lowar 
a 
in the ease of Ha emitting stars as oomparad to tha cor respond-
ing values for a l l othar stars. Furthermore, we have observed 
that tha value of MQ increases by 90% in stars with Ha-nuelai 
as oompared to I^-value for a l l othar stars. These findings 
suggest that pion-absorption in tha nucleus may ha atleast 
3 
partly responsible for tha production of He -nuclei and tritons. 
3 In order to find out tha total yield of Ha -nuclei wa 
should consider a l l tha reaction channels which nay occur whan 
a ft-meson interacts with Ha -nucleus present near tha nuclear 
surface. While discussing tha amission of these fragments from 
3 
emulsion nuclei we, therefore, assume that energetic He-nuclei 
and tritons are produced in tha interactions of secondary plons 
with oC-clustars present in tha periphery of Ag and Br nuclei 
of emulsion. Following reactions are axpaetad to oocur whan 
12C 
tho easoado pions (ft"", 7^ *nd A-masona) interact with tht 
nuclaar alpha-olua tars. 
4 4.4.2(a) Interactions of fi-aaaona vith Ho -nuclaust 
Wo eonsldor tho following raactiona of 7Hnoaona with 
Ho -nuelauat 
7 f + H e _ * * + He ' U) 
7f+4 > r t * H 5 (2) 
— ^ P + 3 W (3) 
*K+H+P ( 0 
>*+&£'• (»>'' 
A V H ^ ^ ^ T T V H V K (10) 
. -—->K%*N-t-P ( u ) 
^AVHVH* (12) 
Roaetlon (1) roproaontt alastic scattering of nagativa 
pions on Ho —nuelaus. Proeossos raprasantad by (2) - (4) ara 
absorption of piona* Raactiona (fi) - (9) danota Inolastle 
scattering of if with Ho * Raaationa (10) - (12) rapraaant 
charge exchange prooasa. From hara onwards a procasa in which 
a pion doas not eaerga aftar tho intaraction in an/ charga 
stato would bo referred to aa absorption and a l l othar processes 
1 2 1 
excluding the alastic scattering would ba taken as the inelastic 
scattering. According to this definition reactions (5) - (12) 
would denote inelastic a oat taring of THnason on He -nucleus. 
The total cross-section for thesa two proeessas (absorption and 
inelastic soattaring) would be referred to as the reaction 
cross-section. 
30 From the experimental results of Bartolani at a l , i t 
I s found that about 28JI of the absorption process proceeds via 
channel (2 ) . We find that out of 8 inelastic processes 
3 
represented by reactions (5) - (12), He may only be produced 
through the process denoted by (6 ) . If we assume that a l l the 
inelastic processes are equally l ikely at a l l pion energies 
than about 13JC of the inelastic cross-seation may be expected 
3 to contribute to the production of Ha -nuclei. 
4»4*2(b) iht laHfigUgftff ffl SrMttai iltto ^-gliittrffi 
Following reactions art l ikely to occur In the inter-
+ 4 
action of A J-meson with He -nucleus t 
ftW rA^He (i) 
K++wt • P-vt-f+P (2) 
_ , N+3P (3) 
— ^ H e + f (4) 
• X + He _ ^ A + + H \ ^ («) 
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Tl\\&—>*++H+H* (?) 
>7^^f+ZH (8) 
-—•*
++H%P-tH (9) 
K+JcMe 7^H~P-*-He (io) 
^ ^ ° + H + 3 F ( n ) 
+A°+-^2.P (18) 
*t Is M«n from the above reactions that in the ease of A^««»n 
4 3 
interactions with Ha -nucleus, Ha nay be produced through 
reactions (4 ) t (6) and (XO). We, therefore, take that 25% of 
the absorption cross-section as ve i l as 26% of the inelastic 
scattering cross-section aontribute to the production of 
3 
He -nuclei* 
The following reaotions are l ikely to take place in the 
interactions of fi°-«eson with He -nucleus. 
A°+ He y A H e * 
A°+HI >F+H3 
(1) 
(2) 
*NirHe (3) 
*P*rW'H (4) 
— > H * + H * (5) 
» £ U i - 2 P («) 
K V H ! — > K W + N (?) 
»fl+-+P+3N (8) 
»rVHZ+2N <9) 
A+Ht • * + He* P (10> 
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7ftHfc._->7f-T-*P*H ( u ) 
>H%tf+ZP (12) 
fat H^HI-TH (13) 
» ArP-rP , (14) 
, *fPfi&Ft2H (IS) 
A H ^ - H * (i«) 
* I A - H V + H (17) 
Thara ara flva ohannals through which ftWasons may bo 
4 3 
absorbed toy Ho -nuclaus and Ha -nuclai ara producad through tha 
raaction rapraaantad toy (3 ) . Wo, thoroforo, assuma that about 
20* of tha absorption cross-saetion would contribute to tha 
3 production of Ho -nuclai. In tha oMo of iaalaatic acat taring, 3 
oat of 11 channala raacUona (7) - (17), Ho ara producad 
through tha raaationa (10) and (13). thus, vo taka 16% of tha 
inalaatlc aaat taring croas-sactlon for tha prod notion of Ho in 
o 4 
tha intaraction of ft-aofon with Ho -nuolaua. 
Vo now prooood to maka tha nuaarical ostlaatos for tha 
3 
production of Ho -nuclai. 
4.4*3. Calculation of tho Absorption Probability of Plonat 
Calculations on tho absorption of 7>*asons by Ho hava 
35-39 
boon rap or tad by various authors. Va hava follow ad tha 40 
mathod of Kan-Chang at a l . for calculating tha absorption 
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cross-section of pions in nuclear alpha-clusters. Wa assuea 
that pious sro absorbed by two nuolaons of tho alpha-clusters 
supposed to exist la the akin of tha nucleus. I t i s further 
assumed that a ft^-asson, with aoaontoa | \?\ i s abaorbad by two 
nuoleons in Ho -nuclaua ooljr i f tha ralatlva sonentua of tha 
two nucleons aquala or oxeoadsiWl • Tha abaorptioa 
(4.26) 
probability of pious in su«h ossos is giYen by: 
vua$«A*U*c*)K.*«iis 
where k and K ara tha wa^a nuabert of tha pious and tha 
nuelaona. Tha momentum distribution of tha nuolaons, 
given byt 
N(2)clpfi ?•*& * (4.27) 
Hara^^danotas tha two-body (dautaron) wava function given byt 
\* - H %K J&. (4.28) 
On putting tha valuo o f ^ ^ i n Bqn. (4.87) wa harei 
(4.29) 
[ 
Tha ralua of tha integral, 
Substituting this ralua in Bqn. (4.29) we get« 
N ( K ) = . ! £ * - - - - , <4-3i> 
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Now on patting tha valua of H (?) In Sqn. (4.26) va snail gati 
sWK%tf KL^lti- (4.32') 
And l inos . 
thsrsfors, tha absorption probability baooaast 
Tha valua of ot hat baan caloulatad from tha axpraaalon: 
_£L_D." 8*226 MaT (Dautaron blading anargy) 
M 
Tha valuaa of tha absorption probability at dlffarant pion 
anargias hava baan givan in labia (4.6) • 
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Tabic 4*6i Tha Valuta of the PIon Wave Number and the 
Absorption Cross-section a t Different Pion 
Klaetio Energies: 
Pion kinet ic 
energy 
(MaV) 
- ! , 
J Pica Ware j V_ (k) l a | ^ 
I n u . b r , k, j , | w t w i r y } flfa 
(10 -1)1 units 1 
-« {Absorption 
,cross-section 
Jin Millibarns 
V J 
fO 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
1000 
0.96 
0.98 
1.567 
2.111 
2.637 
3.160 
5.726 
386,4 
198.0 
139.3 
124.7 
103,4 
72*2 
80.5 
0*900 
0.790 
0*666 
.498 
.413 
.289 
.202 
102*7 
90.2 
63*4 
56.8 
47.1 
32.9 
26.6 
W« have takan for He-nucleus the value ot%ee>n* 114 mill lbarat. 
I t should| however, ba notad that tha raluaa givan in 
Tabla (4 .6) are based on tha assumption that tha reaction 
aro»»-»«otion,OY
 t a t a l l pion anargias in tha interval 50 Ma? 
to 1 GaV l a geoaetr ic . Further, tha faot that tha absorption 
of 7C-«esons l a Ha -nuelaus a t 60 MaV plea anargy forms about 
90% of tha raaetion cross-section has a l so baaa u t i l i s e d . 
Tha Taluas of tha production cross-saction (both froa 
absorption aad ina las t i c seat taring) l a tha interactions of 7;", 
K and fl -aasons with Ha -nuelaus a t a l f fereat pion kinetic 
anargias have baaa given in Tabla ( 4 . 7 ) . 
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3 Table 4.7t Tht Production Croot-oootion of Ho -nuclei la tho 
IntorootloBO of 7C~", ftond TV^ BOOOBO with 
He -nucleus. 
Ploa 
kinetio 
ft Production c r o s s - j Production orots-i Production { section of Ho* A \ mmm¥40%~ *«« H . 3 t eroto-iootloB 
I (millibams) | interactions | Ho intersotioni 
* * tal l l i lyri i t ) t (•llllbfTQ*) 
(NoYj 
60 1«50 28*01 82.24 
100 3.10 28.51 21.61 
200 « • » 28.61 20.28 
300 7*44 28.51 19.94 
400 8*70 28.51 19«46 
500 10.55 28.52 18.75 
1000 11.50 28.52 18.38 
Taiia* hoi ostiBfttod the number of Ho -clusters in tho 
ikin of tho avorago o f H *nd B r nucloi to bo 19, while 
41 Hodgson hot taken thio number to ho 15. V* have arbitrarily 
taken tho number of such cluster* to bo 18* Tho MOB froo 
path, \ , for tho ploa interaction! with Ho -nucleus producing 
3 Ho -nucloi can now bo caloulatod from tho relationt 
where M i s tho oC-oluotor density and C denotes tho cross -
3 
section for tho production of He -nucle i . Tho number of Inter-
3 
actions producing Ho -nuclei can bo calculated from tho know-
12S 
ladga a$\ and using tha fact that the nuabar of interactions 
produclnf Ho-nuelal » y ^ o
 t vhara X^ a rafars to the affactiTa 
distanca tri~*v«rsad by a secondary pi on Inside tha nude us for 
tht, production of Ho -particles and *a* refors to tha ntteber 
of secondary pions la ft oartaln energy interval* Tha value of 
Y0 for Ha -nucleus hat baan takan to ba 1.2 feral* For tha 
values of ' n» In ft given energy lntaryal va hava adoptad tha 
procedure described in Sao* 4 .4 .3 , while di sous sing tha alas t ic 
scat taring of oascada pions and nuclaons on Ha -ol us tars* Tha 
yaluas of tha tiaan fraa path, \ , tha amber of intaraotions 
producing He -nuclei orar tha distanoa XYo and tha in tan si ty 
of pions hftTft been given In Tablas (4*8), (4*9) and (4.10) for 
negative, positive and nautral fl-aeson lntaractions with 
o^-clustars respectively. 
12 
Tfttoi* 4.81 The Valuta of the Mian Free Path, the Nuaber 
3 of Interactions Producing He -nuclei and the 
Intensity of "^"-mesone at Different Kinetic 
Energies in 7C^ Ha Interactions. 
— , ( " 
Plon kinetic ! Mama free? 
energy ! P***1 
(Ma?) { (f«ml) } 
l L I Yo/, Jltttaaalty *UFreq|pttey of 
I lX ! o f ***• I * Ha3-n«tlal> 
60 
100 
200 
300 
400 
600 
1000 
193*1 
93*43 
44 .02 
38 .93 
33*23 
27 .46 
26 .18 
0*081 
1.28 
2 . 7 3 
3 .08 
3 . 6 1 
4 . 3 8 
4 . 7 6 
68* X10 
66.96x10"® 
-2 
40.77x10 
27.38x10"* 
18.MX10"8 
14.99X10"8 
46.81x10"* 
TOTAti 
42 .23 x 10 
8 4 . 4 1 X 10 
111*80 X 1 0 - 4 
84.14 x 10""4 
66.82 X 10"4 
66*66 x lO*"4 
218.06 X lO"4 
67*26 x 1 0 ^ 
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Table 4.91 fao Values of the Mean Froo Path, the lumber 
of Interaction! Producing He3-nuclei and tho 
Intensity of fi2*oaea§ at Different Kinetic 
Snortioa la TT—Ho4 Interaction• 
Pion kinetic 
aaorgy (No?) 
£ Mean free! , . . ! Intensity Li* Frequency of 
a V*or«x; > » » I y ***-•*/ | 
50 10,154 12.08x10"® 68.0 xl0* 32.14x1©"* 
100 10,154 18,08x10* 85,95x10* 79.88x10* 
800 10,154 12,08x10* 40,77x10* 49.85x10* 
300 10.15 12,08x10* 87,88x10"® 88.00x10"® 
400 10,18 18,08x10* 18,51x10* 83,30x10* 
500 10,18 l*,O8xl0* -14,98*10* 18,10X1©* • 
1000 10.18 12,08X10"® 48.81X10* 55.88x10* 
TOTAL: 340.84x10 
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Tabla 4*101 The values of the Mean Free Path, the Number of 
Int .r .ot lon. Prodding H.3 1 . fl°-fla Interactions 
audi the Intensity of A r s o n s at Different 
Kinetic Energies. 
Plea !K MB f r . . 
Kin.tlejMth.X J 
.-fir p m u 
% 
(M«Yl 
Intensity of 
pioni 
j-Urraquaney 
I HaS-ntt*lai) 
i ; 
-2 80 
100 
800 
300 
400 
600 
1000 
30.23 
34*03 
48.S8 
46.80 
48.91 
64.40 
57.60 
3 .96 X10 
3*68 x lO - 8 
8.80 XlO -8 
8.66 XlO"® 
3 #46 XlO-* 
8 .81 xlO*® 
2.08 x 10"8 
98 #0 Xl0~* 
96.96 XlO*® 
40.77 xlO*8 
87.88 x io" 8 
18.61 xl©"8 
14,»9 XlO"® 
t • 
46*81x1©"* 
TOTALi 
869.38 x 1 0 ^ 
232.14 x 10"4 
114.83 x 10*4 
78.39 x 10*4 
45.34 x 10*4 
93.12 X 10"4 
96*69 X 1 0 - 4 
868.1 x lo"* 
Thua, the total yiald of fia^uelai supposed to be 
produoed la the interaction of aascade plena (fi"~t 7V+and 7V-
mesons) with Ha -nucleus aone9 out to ha 0.494 x . The experi-
3 
mental yiald of Ha -nuelei ha a been found to be^aSO, vhieh 
eorreaponda to x equal to 0*6 i f a l l the Ha3-nuclei ara assumed 
to ha produced through the pion-absorption mechanism. However, 
i f va assume that half of the Ha -nuclei ara produced through 
this mechanism than tha value of the parameter x vould eoae 
out to ha 1.2. 
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We now proceed to p r o m t the eharacterietica of the 
trltons observed la the present experiment. Sine* we have 
already discussed the methods of separation of airiglf and 
doubly chargad particles as well at the separation of the 
isotopes of hydrogen In Chapter I I I , therefore, a separate 
discussion la not needed. 
The differential energy spectrum of tritona In the 
energy range (50 - 450) MeV has been obtained from the ranges 
of 64 tracks of tr l tons. For this purposef the curve between 
a 
the range and energy for tritona given by Powell e t a l . has 
been used • the differential energy spectrum of tritona has 
been given in Pig. (4 .11) . The line represents the least 
square f i t to our data. We have used the following form for 
the energy spectrum of tritonsi 
to^Nrr (V+bL^E 
The constants a and b have been determined by using 
relations (4.3) and (4.4) respectively. 
The values of the parameter a and b corresponding to OUY 
experimental data coma out to bet 
k> = - Z-S±0-1> 
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DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM OP TRITOA/S EMITTED 
FROM ST/IRS Hf/TH A//, > 7. 
2 
10 
5 
fc 
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— ' v t 
- 1 I I L. _1 I l_ ' ' ' 1_J j 
FiS. A-fl W KINETIC ENER6y (MeV)1-^— 10' 
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Tabla 4 . l i t Characteristics 
with \ > 7. 
— r 1—g;— 
3.No.ft Star 3i2« ft *W 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
18 
9 
23 
11 
7 
27 
11 
10 
20 
15 
11 
11 
15 
17 
15 
9 
12 
20 
22 
13 
7 
10 
10 
11 
14 
17 
18 
14 
18 
18 
12 
16 
10 
22 
7 
15 
17 
20 
14 
2 1 
+ 5 + 8 
+ 1 + 0 
+ 7 + 6 
+ 3 + 4 
+ 3 + 1 0 
+ 6 + 7 
+ 5 + 0 
+ 6 + 4 
+ 9 + 9 
+ 7 + 12 
+ 8 + 8 
•12 + 7 
+ 5 + 2 
+ 6 + 7 
+ 3 + 3 
+ 6 + 7 
+ 1 + 6 
+ 9 + 9 
+ 5 + 1 3 
+ 5 + 4 
+ 5 + 5 
+ 2 + 6 
+ 6 + 6 
+ 12+ 7 
+ 5 + 0 
+ 7 + 0 
+ 5 + 2 
+10 + 9 
+ 0 + 0 
+18 + 8 
+ 4 + 9 
+ 3 + 0 
+ 7 + 1 
+ 9 + 1 0 
+16 + 10 
+ 3 + 3 
• 1 8 + 5 
+ 2 3 + 3 
+ 1 3 + 7 
+ 3 + 0 
.. 88 
51 
154 
139 
129 
161 
83 
72 
62 
78 
20 
135 
81 
78 
40 
83 
71 
99 
4 1 
146 
28 
25 
3 
19 
112 
22 
16 
75 
83 
116 
76 
103 
7 
112 
97 
82 
98 
36 
67 
67 
of Tritons Obstruct in Stars 
5 * 
9 Enargy ft Momentum 
ff) { (MfY? J (flgV/g? 
46 
46 
45 
4 5 
45 
47 
47 
50 
52 
52 
64 
65 
56 
58 
65 
66 
66 
70 
70 
71 
78 
80 
82 
86 
85 
87 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
91 
95 
98 
98 
98 
100 
100 
100 
100 
505 
505 
606 
505 
605 
517 
517 
536 
543 
643 
553 
559 
565 
574 
608 
612 
612 
632 
632 
636 
666 
675 
683 
692 
092 
705 
717 
717 
717 
717 
717 
721 
737 
748 
748 
748 
756 
766 
756 
756 
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n x A r—r 
4 1 
48 
43 
44 
4 5 
4 4 
47 
48 
4 9 
00 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
57 
68 
69 
69 
61 
68 
63 
64 
16 
17 
9 
14 
88 
16 
13 
16 
37 
11 
7 
16 
84 
14 
17 
8 
17 
13 
7 
9 
16 
8 
86 
18 
• 5 + 14 
• 184- 6 
• 9 • 9 
• 10* 9 
• 6 4 ~ 8 
• 10* 18 
• 2 + 0 
• 1 * 8 
• 7 + 8 
4 6 + 8 
+ 6 + 6 
• 6 + 8 
• 1X+ 10 
• 6 + 3 
• 4 + 0 
+ 6 + 8 
• 6 + 8 
• 3 + 1 
+ 6 + 8 
• 7 + 8 
• 1 6 + 3 
• 6 + 4 
• 4 • 6 
• 7 + 4 
3 6 
68 
133 
76 
40 
60 
14 
17 
71 
7 
38 
19 
38 
27 
62 
10 
10 
15 
63 
17 
3 8 
36 
* * • 6 . 5 # 
106 
110 
no 
110 
no 
no 
110 
116 
185 
186 
186 
185 
136 
150 
160 
180 
180 
190 
200 
210 
210 
210 
266 
376 
776 
794 
794 
794 
794 
794 
794 
812 
848 
848 
848 
848 
871 
930 
962 
1082 
1022 
1051 
1078 
1106 
1106 
1106 
1813 
1497 
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3 Tilt exponent, b, in the cast of He -nuclei has been 
found to be - 2«8? 1 0#2* Thus, within the experiaental •rrors 
Both the values are in reasonable agreenent with eeeh other, 
8 
Tha valua of tha exponent obtained bjr lat in la also in fair 
agreeaent with tha present value. 
4 .5 .3 . Tranayarsa MoaantuaDittribution of Trltaast 
Tha transverse aoasntua distribution of tritont haa 
been given in Fig. (4 .12) . Tha average traasverae aoaantua 
of tritont comes out to ha 160 MaV/c whereas tha average 
longitudinal aoatnturn of tritont i t found to be aqual to 
530 HeV/c. It i t thut seen that tha Bean values of tha 
longitudinal and transversa aoaenta ara nearly aqual to aaeh 
othar at in tha ease of He-nuelei. 
4 .5 .4 . Angular Blstrlbationi 
Tha angular dittribution of tha tritont In tha energy 
interval ( 5 0 - 4 5 0 ) MaV has baan shown in Fig. (4.13) . Froa 
tha figure i t i t elaar that tha angular dittribution i s not 
isotropic. Tha forward to tha baekward ratio haa baan 
datarainad aqual to (8*6£Q«2)« 
4.5.5. fritnaBy Qt Hl»*lpnrtf lM.fr Irttoaf 
Wa hart observed 64 tritont in tha abova mantionad 
energy intarral by analysing ?©• star a with «_>?• After 
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applying correction3 for the gaomatry and othar l o u t s tha 
yiald of tritons par star coma a oat to DO (0.32 + 0.02). 
* * * * * * 8fr* 91lt lfo»1frtfrlttffiyH 
Va hava studiad tha atar slza diatributiona for tha 
atara vhioh omit tritons and for a l l othar atara. It la aaan 
fron Fig. (4.14) that tha atar alxa diatributiona for tha two 
tjrpa of atara ara quita diffaraat. Tha aaan haavy prong 
nuabar, 1^, for atara aaitting tritona la found to ba 21.3*0.6 
and for a l l othar atara I. m 16.2 «p .2 , vhila tha aaan nuabar 
of ahowar traaka ara alnost tha saaa, baing (5*2 +0 ,3 ) and 
(4.8 +0 .1 ) raapactiYaly. Proa tha atodias of N dapandaaaa 
on Wh i t ha a baan aatiaatad that tha inoraaaa in fh in atara 
•aitting taritona,^,should tiara incraaaad to hava a valua 
batiraan 5.5 and 6* tha daflolaney in tha observed fg yalua 
for tha atara amitting trltona auggasts that thase partlelas 
may ba produced through tha plon-«bsorption aaehanlsa. 
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CHAPTER V 
As mentioned earlier* a detailed investigation of the 
disintegrations produced by high energy nuclear particle* leads 
one to underitand the process of disintegration, the mechanisms 
for the production of different particles, the structure of 
the target nucleus and various other phenomena of considerable 
interest. Keeping these objectives in view we have attempted 
to investigate the characteristics of the disintegration stars 
caused by 84 OeY/c protons in G-S emulsion. The study of the 
emission of fast tritons and He-nuclei has been of major 
interest to us. We have also presented the characteristics of 
the emitted protons with energies greater than 30 MeV. The 
work presented in this thesis i s expected to serve as a step 
forward in order to study the above mentioned problems. 
The present Investigation has been carried out using 
the nuclear emulsion technique* The emulsion consists mainly 
of two groups of nucleii the l ight group consisting of C,H,0 
nuclei and the heavy group mostly of Ag and Br nuclei. The 
separation of the disintegration stars produced by the 
Incident pertiols on the l ight and heavy nuclei have been 
attempted by using the heavy prong number, Nh, as the dist in-
142 
guithing feature. The stars with \1? 7 &**• **Ba taken to be 
unambiguously due to the heavy nuclei. On the other hand, the 
stars charaotarisad toy MB < 7 have been taken to be due to the 
l ight nuclei. However, this selection criterion does not give 
an unbiased group of stars belonging to the l ight group. The 
stars selected according to this criterion would be contaminat-
ed by the stars produced due to the heavy nuclei. I t has been 
found that about 50% stars with 1 L / 7 belong to the heavy 
group* The emission of He-nuclei has been observed by 
Takibaev e t a l . to take place in stars with Xhy 8 . This 
result i s expected because the emission frequencies of 
energetic He-nuclei and tritons have been found to increase 
with the heavy prong number, f^ * The sample of stars selected 
by us for the study of emission of energetic tritons and 
He-nuclei would, therefore, not be a biased one* 
For carrying out the analysis of the disintegration 
stars secondary tracks lying within^ our selection criteria 
were chosen for various measurements. The secondary tracks so 
selected were separated into singly and doubly charged groups 
by counting integral number of delta-rays over 3001X711 residual 
ranges. The stopping particles have been identified by 
carrying out mass measurement by constant sagitta method. In 
addition to i t , wherever possible, the specific ionization on 
the track of the particle together with i t s residual range have 
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been Measured. On the other hand, the identify of a non-stop-
ping particle has seen established by measuring the multiple 
coulomb scattering parameter, -^
 9 and the specific ionization, 
I* . I t aay toe feinted out that tha rasolution in tha parameters 
defining tha identity of tha parti d a a as dad no ad froa various 
types of measurements Is Sufficiently good* 
The following iaportant conclusions hava been drawn froa 
tha etafty of tha characteristics of tha aaittad protona la tha 
energy interval ( 3 0 - 3 5 0 ) NaT. 
Proa tha a tody of tha angular distribution of tha 
secondary protona In tha above aaid anargy interval i t has been 
observed that tha distribution i s an-isotropic. If thasa 
parti alas vara to ba producad through tha evaporation procass 
than tha angular distribution would hava baan isotropic. Thus, 
tha angular and tha anargy distributions of tha saaondary 
protona auggast that thasa protons ara not producad through 
tha evaporation proeass. Froa a qualitative study of tha gray 
tracks wa haya coma to tha conclusion that they ara produced 
through the cascade mechanise. i t has been observed that the 
transverse momentum distribution of tha secondary protona obeys 
a Boltsmann-type of lav* Tha average transverse momenta of 
He-nuclei and tritons have been observed to be approximately 
twice the value of the average transversa momentum of the 
secondary protons with the same cut-off momentum. Furthermore, 
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the mean transverse momentum of the secondary particles ha* 
been observed to increase vlth their masses for e l l other 
parti c l e i . 
For investigating-the mechanism of interaction between 
en incident proton and the target nucleus we have determined 
various parameters vlth sufficiently good s ta t i s t i c s . There 
are two mechanises through which the Interaction of incident 
particle vlth the target nucleus eaa he explained* These are 
the cascade and the tube mechanisms- In the cascade mechanism 
the incident particle i s envisaged to interact with the 
individual constituents of the target nucleus. In the tube 
model the incident particle i s visualised to interact vlth a 
group of nueleons simultaneously. The assumption that the 
interaction of the incident proton with the target nucleus 
takes place through the cascade mechanism predicts the value of 
Q i^.to be 20°at 25 OeV in the ease of hear/ nuclei. The 
observed value i s 24 . The two values are in fair agreement 
vlth each other* Further, the calculation for 25 OeV proton 
Interactions vlth Ag and Br nuclei based on the cascade 
mechanism gives the value of 6 ^ and ©v,^ equal to 96 and 84 
respectively whereas the experimentally observed values are 
€0 and 81°. Thus, ve see that the two results are In reasonable 
agreement vlth each other. These observations, therefore, 
support the cascade model. Similarly, the mean number of shower 
particles produced on the heavy nuclei should be considerably 
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larger than the mean number of shower tracks produced on the 
l ight nuclei If they were to be produced through the tab* 
mechanism. But the observed numbers In the two eases differ 
very l i t t l e with each other. This small difference la the 
mean numbers of shower tracks produced- om the l ight and the 
heavy nuclei i s understandable la terms of the cascade model. 
Moreover, the tube model cannot explain the events having the 
number of grey and black tracks c-> 28 . This type of events 
have bean found W be r^  4* of the total stars with %^y 7. 
Finally, the mean transverse momenta of gray parti alas produced 
la the interaction of incident protons with l ight and heavy 
nuclei have been observed to b* almost equal. This result also 
favours the cascade mechanism. Thus, based on the above 
findings we conclude that the interaction of the incident 
protons with emulsion nuclei man ba explained satisfactorily 
through the cascade mechanism. 
The observed mean D for a l l the tracks of He-nuclei has 
been determined as (o»30» £<O«OO0)U/M while the calculated 
a» 3 4 
IK-values for He and He arc 0*307ion and 0«27|Un respectively* 
Thus, ve see that the observed mean D-value for the aeeondary 
He-nuclei i s three sUndard deviations away from the calculated 
D-value for He -nuclei. These observations suggest that 
majority of the He-nuclei observed in the present work arc of 
mass number three* In order to estimate the relative proper* 
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tions of He and He -nuclei, <X- *•** of the D-distribution 
3 4 
under the assumption of different mixture ratios of He and He 
3 4 
has been performed. When we assume 100* He -nuclei and no Ha 
a, 
then we get the best approximation ( ft-minimum). The probabi-
•» 
l l t y , corresponding to the above assumption has been estimated 
to ber J 80*. This probability- i s reduced to 45* i f ve assume 
4 
that 28* of the sample of He-nuclei consists of He • Thus, one 
ean also conclude from tills analysis that most of the He-nuclei 
in the energy interval (60-460) MeV are He . This i s farther 
supported by the following considerations. If ve assume that 
He*-nuclei are produced through diffraction scattering of 
cascade nudeons and pions on He -clusters supposed to exist 
In the peripheral region of the nucleus then ve find that about 
10* of the Investigated He-nuclei should be Ha . Therefore, 
ve conclude that about 90* of the observed He-nuclei in the 
above mentioned energy range are He • 
The star size distributions for the stars emitting ~ 
He-nuclei and for a l l other stars have been observed to be quite 
different* It i s interesting to note that the emission 
frequency of He-nuclei increases with the Increase In Ift value. 
The mean value of the heavy prong number, Kn, has been found to 
increase byn €0* in ease of He emitting stars with respect to 
the M. value for a l l other stars. 
The fact that He-nuclei track pairs are produced around 
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20 do? l i also supported from the present Investigation. Six 
track pairs of He-nuclei in tha energy ranga considered in tha 
prasant work have been observed giving an yield which i s rarar 
by an additional yield factor, f, where f danotes tha yield 
par star for tha single tracks. This observation loads to 
tha understanding that the two He-nuolei from tha saae star 
are produced independent of each other. I t should ha noted 
that the track pairs of He-nuclei have been observed la stars 
with Hh^13 having tha mean heavy prong number IB * 24. 
From tha study of tha angular distribution of tha inves-
tigated He-nuclei the average angle of amission with respect to 
tha primary has been found to be 6B°. The moan angles of 
amission of le-fragments with energy greater than 100 MeV 
produced in tha interactions of 9 and 1»*5 OeY protons with 
heavy nuclei of emulsion have been reported to be 64 + 5 and 
M • 4 respectively. The difference in the mean values of the 
angle of emission in the present work and in tha other experi-
ment may be due to the fact that tha energy ranga of the 
He-nuolei in the latter ease i s considerably higher* 
The shape of tha energy spectrum of the secondary 
He-nuclei has keen observed to be similar to that obtained by 
other authors at widely different energies of the incident 
particles. The exponents of the energy spectra of He-nuclei 
in the present work, in the investigations at 22 QeY/o 
14S 
and in the cosmic-ray experiments have been found to be almost 
equal within the experimental errors. This together with other 
informations lead to the conclusion that the frequency of 
emission and the angular and energy distributions of He-frag-
ments perhaps do not depend on the primary energy. 
Prom the study of the emission of tritons in the energy 
range (60-450) MeT the frequency of emission of tritons has 
3 
been found to he equal to that of Ha -nuclei even i f we consider 
the presence of He4 to the extent of 10* of the total He-nuclei 
identified in the present experiment. The energy and angular 
distributions have also been observed to he similar to that of 
He3-nuclei in the same energy interval. The average angle of 
emission of tritons in the said energy Interval has been 
observed to he 61°. This closely agrees with the value 
obtained for He-nuclei. The mean number of grey and black 
traeks, fa, in the stars emitting tritons has been observed 
to be 21.3, while in the ease of stars emitting He-nuclei i t s 
value i s 20.6* Thus, the two values are squal to each other 
within the experimental error. The average transverse momenta 
of these particles are also equal within experimental error. 
All these observations, therefore, suggest that the mechanisms 
responsible for the production of these particles are similar. 
We now proceed to present the results of the investigation 
regarding the mechanism of emission of these fragments. 
As mentioned earlier the energy of the particles emitted 
14S 
through the evaporation process l i e s much below 50 M«V and the 
angular distributions of these particles should also he 
Isotropic. The energy Interval covered here Is considerably 
higher than the energy of the particles produced through 
evaporation* Further, the\anguiar distributions <!f the inves-
tigated particles are anisotropic, thus, we see that our 
experimental results cannot be interpreted in terms of the 
evaporation process* We have, therefore, excluded the evapora-
tion process for explaining the production of these particles. 
3 The idea that energetic He -nuclei and trltons may be 
produced in the direct interaction of primary with a nucleon 
or a nucleon substructure like d, t and oL-particle has not met 
with success. This i s because of the fact that the energy of 
the particles supposed to be produced through this process 
would l i e in the evaporation range. Another process which one 
can think of for the production of fast trltons and He-nuclei 
i s the knock-out mechanism. The knock-out mechanism i s 
described as a quasi-free collision between the cascade nueleons 
and the substructures like d, t and alpha-parti f i e . 
On binding energy considerations the probability of 
existence of four-nucleon clusters should be larger compared 
to the three-nuoleon clusters. Therefore, i f these particles 
were to be produced through the knock-out mechanism then the 
number of He -nuclei amongst the observed ones should be quite 
1 5 C 
3 large compared to He which i s contrary to our observations. 
Therefore, the emission of these particles cannot be explained 
through the knock-out mechanism. 
Vast tritons and He-nuclei nay also be envisaged to be 
produced In the interaction of cascade nueleons with the 
nucleon clusters. I t has been observed that the interaction of 
cascade nueleons with di-nucleon clusters cannot account for 
the experimentally observed triton to proton ratio . Similarly, 
the inelastic scattering of cascade nueleons with four-nucleon 
clusters cannot explain the production of these particles in 
the energy interval considered in the present Investigation. 
3 
The emission of fast He -nuclei and tritons may be 
explained through the pick-up process. According to which any 
three cascade nueleons whose relative momenta are l e s s than a 
/
3 
may coalesce Into a triton or a He -nucleus* 
This model has been found to explain fairly well various 
experimental results l ike energy spectrum and mean transverse 
3 ' - • • 
momentum of He -nuclei* further, the fact that the frequencies 
3 
of emission of tritons and He -nuclei in the same energy interval 
are equal also supports the pick-up model. But at the same 
time in an attempt to explain the experimental yield of 
He-nuclei the value of the parameter j has been observed to be 
in disagreement with the expected value1* According to this 
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model the value of this parameter should be small as compared 
to the momenta of the cascade nucleoli* forming these fragments. 
Thus, one of the basic assumptions of the modal i s violated. 
Therefore, the fine agreement in the values predicted by this 
theory for various parameters and those obtained experimentally 
should be taken with caution. I t may, however, ha noted that 
further refinement of the theory may reproduce the experimental 
results with a mora reasonable value for f . 
The production of fast tritons and Ha -nuclei may also 
take place through the absorption of the cascade pions by 
^-clusters supposed to exist in the periphery of the nucleus. 
This mechanism also explains the experimental results quite 
nicely, zt i s further supported by the observation that there 
occurs an additional decrease in the M§ value in the ease of 
3 
stars emitting He -nuclei as compared to the corresponding 
values for a l l other stars. We, therefore, conclude that the 
3 
energetic Ha -nuclei and tri tons j atleast partly i f not wholly, 
are produced through the absorption of cascade pions by 
^-clusters of the nucleus. Based on this observation i t ean 
be said that the nucleons in the nucleus mostly exist In the 
form of oC-clusters. 
Since the s tat i s t ics on He -nuclei was not sufficient, 
therefore, we have not tried to Investigate the mechanism of 
production of these particles thoroughly. But the analysis of 
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our data on Ha-auelai ravaala that tha production of fa at 
Ha -nuolai may tea atnriaagad to taka plaoa through tha 
diffraction acattaring of tha easoada nuclaons and pioaa on 
Ha -cluatart. 
Thara aaaaa to ha quite vid ar aeopa for tha inyastiga-
tion of tha amission of anargttic Ha-nuclai and tritons using 
diffarant targat nuolai of lovar aaas numhars and at vldalj 
diffarant inaidant anarglas In tha 0a? ranga. 
